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Neil Gaiman
Author Guest of Honor

b.9 Ellen Kushner

I first met Neil Gaiman in a hallwa_y. We were both sitting down, and some kind of convention overl flow pa~ was swirling around- us. I thoud,t he was cute and _smart and 4:unn_y, ~nd we had a

:;, good time talking. Later m_y friends told me he had something to do with comics, though I
couldn't 9uite figure out what.
A _year or so later I called him from a ph~nelxx:,th in the E:ngl~h cou~side (he was living in
Sussex with his _young fam~_y, and I was travdmg there). We met up m Lon??n, a~ he took me to a
huge store in Trafalgpr S9uare where~ had taP,CS of all the obscure l:>ritish radio comed_y shows
I craved, and he knew all of them-and wickedl_y encouraged me to bu_y
e verytt:,ing in sight .... And, safe in his shadow, I followed him down
latenight streets I never would have g:,ne down alone, looking in shop windows and talking.... I think it was then we realized that we looked like
brother and sister, and made _j<:>kes about Viola and Sebastian, ~ding
leatherjackets to see whatwoufd hapF,n. We fi@Jred out that we had both
written about Thomas the Rh_ymer, and that we both loved him the same.
We'd meet up at World Fantas_y Convention s all over the world, and
we'd ~ and creep off to find some peace and a place to talk about whatever was on our minds. It _you could be.an_yone else, I asked, who would it
be? I forget what I said, but I know one of the F,Ople I'd like to be is Neil
Neil Gaiman
Gaiman. His generos~ is overwhelming, his erudition extraordinar_y.
It was at the WFC in Arizona in 1991 that we both were up fur World
Fantas_y Awards, Neil fur the scriP,t to "A Midsummer Nie;ht's Dream," me fur Thomas the Rh9mer.
The_y make _you eat lunch at that thing while _you wait to Hnd out it _you'\e won or not-needle ss to
sa_y, I hadn't much ot an a p ~ , but I remember Neil cheering eve~ne up b_y hopP,ingfrom table
to table sa_ying eamestl_y, "I hope _you win!" Sweet man. We were so-happ_y when we both did! And
in an old ~ ljust uncovered, announcing it to m_y London publisher and letting them know that Neil
will be dror.pmg b_y their offices with some tapes of m_y radio program, I find the cr_yptic pastscript,
"Ask Neil about the Sea Coast of Arizona."
_I was living in 1:>oston when he came through on a Sandman tour-and I watched him gra_ciousl_y s1gr:iing books and making personal contact with the scores of fans in a line that snaked down
the _block ... it went on fur hours, and his courtes_y never flagged. That was the nie;ht he was
anointed b_y the King, the mantle placed on his shoulders: word came that the author Carrie and
The Shiningwas in town, and wanted to see him. Driving like a true l:>ostonian, 1led a terrified car~van ot Neil f!" his friends who wished I would keep to one lane to the hotel where King and his fam1_!y were sta~m-? (to see the Red Sox ~me). King took Neil aside and said, "It's all about to happ_en
tor _you; e~o_y it!" I don't know what other advice he gpve, but it was dear to me that Kin_gwas right.
When m_y own career in public radio took off, Neil was the friend I called to ask, "What do I do now?
How do I handle this?"

ot

+

He is also the consummate pertonner: when he t9ves a reading, his diction is flawless, and, as
Delia (Sherman, m_y partner, who delights Neil b_y picking up on his most obscure E:nglish literar_y
reterences) sa_ys, he "does the police in ditterent voices" a lair treat. I had the privilege ot directing his voice tracks tor his first spoken word album, Wa rning: Co ntains Lang;age-sitting on the
other side ot the glass in our hired studio at Minnesota Public Radio, listening to each take and
making small suggestions, but mostl_y going, "That was great!" He is the example I use when I coach
other authors in how to t9ve a good reading: Treat ever_y word as it it were gofden, I sa_y, and TAKE:
YOUR. PAUSE:5!
Neil looks torward, and Neil looks back. He tells me about new thi!1p;s betore an_yone else does,
like which bands are worth hearing, and wh_y Nokia has so man__y different rings (because nearl_y
ever_yone in Norwa_y owns a cell phone, and otherwise the_11'd-p;et contused-this was, Gentle
Reader, enough _years back that I believe Neil's was the first cell phone I ever held in m_y hand). And
his great delight is to take triends to used bookstores, and bu_y them anti9ue volumes-he let me
have the gorgeous edition ot The High Place we tound in Minneapolis, even though I could tell he
wanted it himselt. He's still tr_ying to get me to read the complete diaries ot Casanova.
Those are the stories that I want to tell _you. There are man_y more that he will tell _you, and some
that he won't. Do ask him about tireworks, and about growing heirloom tomatoes. Don't ask him
.
to take out the garbage; he does enough ot that when he's home!
E:llen Kushner is the author of the novels Tho mas the Rh9mer (winner of the M_ythopoeic Fantas_y Award) ,
S wo rdspoint, and (with Delia Sherman) The Fall o f the Kings. She is also the writer and host of the national
public radio series PRJ's Sound & Spirit with Ellen Kushner. Her website is: www.ElfenKushner.com.

Neil Gaiman: Selected Bibliograph_y
5ooks
The Wo lves In The Waifs, Harper-Collins Children's E>ooks, 2007
Coraline, Harper-Collins children's E>ooks, 2002
S no w Glass A pples, E>iting Dog Press, 2002
A Walking To ur o f The Shambles b_y Gene Wolfe & Neil Gaiman, American Fantas_y Press, 2002
Adventures In The Dreamtrad e, NE:SFA Press, 2002
Murde r M9s te ries, E>iting Dog Press, 2001
A merican God s, William Morrow/Harper Torch , 2001
The Quotable S andman, Vertigo, 2000
S tardus t, Spike/Harper Perennial, 1999
Stardus t Collectio n, "Stardust," Illustrated b_y Charles Vess, DC Comics/Vertigo, 1998
Smoke And Mirrors, Avon E>ooks, 1998
Da9 of The Dead, Dream haven, 1998
The Da9 I S wapped M9 Dad Fo r Two Goldfis h, Borealis/White Wolf Publishing, 1991
Ne verwhere , Avon E>ooks, 1991
The S andma n B ook of Dreams , edited b_y Neil Gaiman and E:d Kramer, Harper Prism, 1996
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The Weerde f>ook 2: The f>ook

of The Ancients, devised b_y Nei1 Gaiman, Mar:y Gentle & Roz KavC11etf, edit-

ed b_y Ma~ Gentle and Roz Kavene_y, Roe., 1.9~
Angels & Visitations, Dreamhaven, 1.9~

The Weerde f>ook J, devised b_y Neil Gaiman, Ma~ Gentle & Roz Kaven~, edrt.ed b_y Mar:y Gentle and Roz

Kavene_y, Roe, 1992
Villains!, created b_y Ma~ Gentle and Neil Gaiman, edrt.ed b_y Ma~ Gentle and Roz Kavene_y, Roe , 1.9.92
Euro Temps, devised b_y Alex Stewart & Neil Gaiman, edrt.ed b_y Alex Stewart, Roe, 1.9.92

Temps, devised b_y Neil Gaiman and Alex Stewart, Roe, 19.91
Now We Are Sick, edrt.ed b_y Neil Gaiman and Stephen Jones, Dream haven, 1.9.91
Good Omens: The Nice And Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch b_y Neil Gaiman and
Prat.chett, Worl.:.man Publishing/Ace, 1.9.90
Don't Panic: The oFficia/ Hitch-hiker's Guide To The Galaxy C.Ompanion, Pocket fx>oks, 1.988
Ghast/3 l5e3ond I5e/iefb_y Neil Gaiman and Kim Newman, Arrow fx>oks, 1.985
Duran Duran, The First Four Years of The Fab Five, Proteus, 1.984

Terr_y

Comics
Neil Gaiman is best known for his creation of the Sandman series (whid, includes 75 issues and various collections and related publications), but has also published material for comics and graphic novd publishers
Dari.:. Horse DC, Marvd, cdi~ , Vertigo and man_y others. rrt:les/series include: Aa/-gh!, Batman Black &
White, 13/ack Orchid, f>ooks of Magic Miniseries, fum To Be Wild, Cerebus, Alice Cooffr, Death: The
Hie:/-, Cost of Living, The Dreamin~ Elric The Face Green Lantern I Supennan: Lege,.;d of The Green

Ft:me, Harlequin Valentine, Haunted Shadows, Hellbk.er, Judge Dredd, Marvel Age, Mr. Punch Only The
1
End of The World Again, Outrageous Tales From The old Testament, Rare Bit Fiends, Revolver
Horror
Special, Secret Orif!ins, Seven Deadly Sins, Signal To Noise, Sing O.!!;, Spawn, Swamp Thing, Sweeneg
Todd Penn3 Dreadful, Time Twisters, Welcome Back To The House Ot M3stery, and man_y more.

Media
Audio
Flash Girls (E>and): Three full length albums, all with son& written b_y Neil.
Princess Mononoke: Soundtrack to the motion picture, induding the theme song fur which Neil adapted the
translation of the l_yrics.

Signal To Noise: E>E>C Radio J production.
Warning: Conl:oins Langtfage: Stories And Poems from Angels & Visil:otions, read b_y Neil Gaiman with music
b_y Dave McKean and the Flash Girls.

DVD/Video
Archangel Thunderbird, Neil did the voice of Baal fur the pilot.
Bab3'on J, "Da_y of The Dead•: Screenpla_y
Dark Cil:!J: "Neil Gaiman On Dark aty• essa_y, available on DVD onl_y
Neverwhere: BE>C Miniseries. VHS/DVD indudes interview with Neil, audio commentar:y on DVD.
Princess Mononoke: Neil wrote English Screenpla_y (adapted English translation)
This is ~nl~ a vertJ abb:eviated ve:5ion of _Nei~'s bibliograph_y. For a more complete listing, as well as exdusive
matenal,Journal enbies, upcoming publications and other news, visit www.neilgaiman.com.
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from Anansi Bogs
b9 Neil Gaiman
chaptcr1.
1t begjns, as most things be~n, with a song.
In the begjnning, after all, were the words, and
the_y came with a tune. That was how the world was
made, how the void was divided, how the lands and
the stars and the dreams and the little gods and the
animals, how all of them came into the world.
The_y were sung.
The great beasts were sung into existence, after
the Singer had done with the planets and the hills
and the trees and the oceans and the lesser beasts.
The difFs that bound existence were sung, and the
huntinggrounds, and the dark.
Songs remain. The_y last. The right song can tum
an emperor into a laud,ing-stock:, can bring down
d__ynasties. A song can last long after the events and
tne people in it are dust and dreams and gone. That's
the pcwer of songs.
There are other things _you can do with songs.
The_y do not onl_y make worlcls or recreate existence.
Fat Charlie Nanc_y's father, for example, was simpl_y
using them to have what he hoped and expected
would be a marvelous nie;ht out.
f>efore Fat Charlie's futher had come into the bar,
the barman had been of the opinion that the whole
Karaoke evening was going to be an utter bust. E>ut
then the little olcl man had sasha_yed into the room,
walked past the table of several blonde women, with
the fresh sunburns and smiles of tourists, who were
sitting b_y the little makeshift stage in the comer. He
had tipF his hat to them, for he wore a hat, a sP,otless white fedora, and lemon-_ydlow t9oves, and then
he walked over to their table. The_y gjg)ed.
"Are _you e~o_yin' _yourselves, ladies?» he asked.
The_y continued to gjst.de and told him the_y were
having a good time, tlia~ _you, and that the_y were
here o~ vacation. He said to them, it gets better, just
_you wait.
He was older than th~ were, much, much older,
but he was charm itself, like something from a b_ygone
age when fine manners and courtl_y gestures were
worth something. The barman relaxed. Wrth someone

like this in the bar, it was going to be a good evening.
There was karaoke. There was dancing. The olcl
man got up to sing, on the makeshift stage, not once,
that evening, but twice. He had a fine voice, and an
excellent smile, and feet that twinkled when he
danced. The first time he got up to sing, he sang
"what's New Puss_ycat?» The second time he got up
to sing, he ruined Fat Charlie's life.

• ••
Fat Charlie was on).y ever fat for a handful of
_years, from shortl_y before the age of nine, when his
mother announced to the world that if there was one
thing she was over and done with and if he had an_y
argument with it he couldjust stick it _you know where
it was her marriage to that elderl_y goat that she had
made the unfortunate mistake of marr_ying and she
would be leavin_g in the morning for somewliere a long
wa_y awa__y and he had better not~ to follow, to the
age of fuurteen, when Fat Charlie grew a little and
exercised a little more. He was not fat. Truth to tell,
he was not reall_y even chubb_y, simpl_y a little softlooking around the edges. E>ut the name Fat Charlie
dung to him, like chewing@.Jm to the sole of a tennis
shoe. He would introduce himself as Charles, or, in
his earl_y twenties, Chaz, or, in writing, as C. Nanc_y,
but it was no use: the name would creep in, infiltrating the new part of his lifC: just as cockroaches invade
tlie cracks and the world oehind the fridge in a brand
new kitchen, and like it or not-and he didn't-he
would be Fat Charlie a~in.
It was, he knew, irrationall_y, because his father
had gjven him the nickname, and when his father
~ve things names, the_y stuck.
There was a dog who had lived in the house across
the wa_y, in the street on which Fat Charlie had grown
up. It was a chestnut-coloured boxer, _long-le~ed
and p<;>inb.j-eared with a face that looked like the
beast hacf, as a pupp_y, run face-first into a wall. Its
head was raised, its tail-nub erect. It was, unmistakabl_y, an aristocrat amongst canines. It had entered
dog-shows. It had rosettes for E>est of E>reed, and
for E>est in dass, and even one Rosette marked E>est
in Show. This dog r~oiced in the name of Campbell's
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Macinro~ Arbuthnot the Seventh, and its owners,
when the_y were feeling familiar, called it Kai. This
lasted until the da_y that Fat Charlie's father, sitting
out on their dilapidated porch-swing, sipping his
beer, noticed the dog as it ambled back and forth
across the neighbour's _yard, on a leash that ran from
a palm-tree to a fence-past.
"Hell of a goof!:) dog,• said Fat Charlie's father.
"Like that friend of Donald Duck's. He_y Goohj. •
And what once had been E>est In Show suddenl_y
slipped and shifted. For Fat Charlie, it was as it he
saw the dog through his father's <!!JCS, and damed it
he wasn't a pre~ goof_y dog, all things considered.
Almost rubbe~.
It didn't take long fur the name to spread up and
down the street. Campbell's Macinror!J Arbuthnot
the Seventh's owners struggled with it, but thC!:j might
as well have stood their ground and argued with a
hunicane. Total strangers would pat the once-proud
boxer's head, and sa_y "Hello Goof!:). How's a bo9?"
The dog's owner's stop~ entering him in dog shows
soon atter that. The_y didn't have the heart. "Goo~
looking dog,• said the judges.
Fat Charlie's father's names for things stuck. That
was just how it was.
lnat was tar from the worst thing about Fat
Charlie's father.
There had been, during the _years that he was
growing up, a number of candidates for the worst
thing about Fat Charlie's father: his roving e_Y.e and
~uall9 as adventurous fingers, at least according to
the 9oung ladies of the area, who would complain to
Fat Charlie's mother, and then there would be trouble; the little black cigarillos, which he called cheroots, which he smoked, the smell of which dung to
everp_hing he touched; his fondness fur a peculiar
shuff-lmg form of tap-dancing, fashionable, Fat
Charlie suspected, for half an hour in Harlem in the
1920s; his total and invincible i9.1orance about curr~n~ world aJ:fairs, combined with his apparent convict1?n that sitcoms were half-hour long insights into
the lives and struggles of real people. These, individuall!J, as tar as Fat Charlie was concerned were none
of them the worst thing about Fat Chariie's father,
although each of them had contributed to the worst
thing.
8

The worst thing about Fat Charlie's father was
simpl_y this: he was embarrassing.
bf course, ever9one's parents are embarrassing.
It goes with the tenito~. The nature of parents is to
embarrass merel9 69 existing, just as it is the nature
of children of a certain age to cringe with embarrassment, shame and mortification should their parents so much as sF,clk to them on the street.
Fat Charlie's father, of course, had elevated this
to an art-form, and he r~oiced in it, just as he
rejoiced in practical iokes, from the simple-Fat
Cnarlie would never 1-orget the first time he had
climbed into an apple-pie bed-to the unimaginabl9
complex.
"Like what?" asked Rosie, Fat Charlie's fiancee,
one evening, when Fat Charlie, who normall9 did not
talk about his father had attempted, stumblineJ9, to
explain wh9 he believed that simpl_y inviting his hither
to their Uf<:Oming wedding would be a horrendousl9
bad idea. TuC!J were in a wine bar in South London at
the t ime. Fat Charlie had long been of the opinion
that four thousand miles and the Atlantic Ocean
were both good things to keep between himself and
his father.
"Well...• said Fat Charlie, and he remembered a
parade of indignities, each one of which made his
toes curl involuntari~. He settled upan one of them.
•well, when I moved from the localjunior school to the
middle school, m9 Dad made a _point of telling me how
much he had alwa9s looked furward to Presidents'
Da9, when he was a 609, because it's the law that on
Presidents' Da9, the kicls who go to school dressed
as their favourite presidents get a big bag of cand9. •
•oh. That's a nice law,• said Rosie. "I wish we had
something like that here.• Rosie had never been out
of England, it _you didn't count a club 18-}0 holida9
to an island in, she was tairl_y certain, the
Mediterranean. She had warm brown e9es and a
good heart, even it geograph9 was not her strongest
suit.
"It's not a nice law,• said Fat Charlie. "It's not a law
at all. He made it up. There is no tradition of_going to
school on Presidents' Da_y dressed as 9our favourite
president. Kids dressed as presidents do not get big
bags of cand9 b_y an Act of Congress, nor is 9our
popularii:!j in the 9ears ahead, all through middle

school and hid, school, decided cntircl_y b_y which
P,rcsidcnt _you decided to dress as-the avcra_gc kids
dress as tnc obvious £residents, the Lincolns and
Washingtons and Jcffcrsons, but the ones who
would become pcpular, thc_y dressed as John
QuinSY Adams or Warren Gamaliel Harding, or someone like that. And it's bad luck to talk about rt before
the da_y. Or rather rt isn't, but he said it was."
"Bo_ys and ~rls dress up as presidents?"
"Oli _yes. Bo_ys and girls. So I sr,cnt the week
before Presidents' Da_y reading everything there was
to read about Presidents in tlic World Book
E:f1C;Ydopedia, trying to choose the right one."_
"Didn't _you ever suspect that he was pulling_your
leg?"
Fat Charlie shook his head. "It's not something
_you think about, when m_y dad starts to work _you
ovo-. He's the finest liar _you'll ever meet. He's
convincing."
Rosie took a sip of her chardonna_y. "So which
President did _you _go to school as?"
"Taft. He was the 27th president. I wore a brown
surt m~ father had found somewhere, wrt:h the lc.ss all
rolled up and a pillow stuffed down the front. I fiad a
painted-on moustache. M_y dad took me to school
himself that da_y. I walked in so proudl_y. The other
kids just screamed and painted, and somewhere in
there I locked m_yself in a cubicle in the bo_ys' room
and cried. Thc_y wouldn't let me go home to change. I
went throu~ the da_y like that. It was Hell."
"You should have made something up," said Rosie.
"You were going to a costume parhj afterwards or
something. Or just told them the truth."
"Yeah," said Fat Charlie meaningfull_y and ~oomil_y, remembering.
"What did _your dad sa_y, when _you got home?"
"Oh, he Ftooted with laud,ter. chuckled and
chortled and, and chrt:tcred and all that. Then he told
me that ma_ybe thc_y didn't do that Presidents' Da_y
stuff an_y more. Now, wh_y didn't we go down to the
beach together and look tor Mermaids?"
"Look for ... mermaids?"
"We'd go down to the beach, and walk along it,

and he'd be as embarrassing as an_y human being on
the face of this planet has ever been-he'd start
sin~ng, and he'd start doin_g a shuffling sort of
sand-dance on the sand, and he'djust talk to people
as he went-white people-people he didn't even
know, people he'd never met, and I hated it, except
he told me there were mermaids out there in tlic
Atlantic, and if I looked fast enough and sharp
cnoud,, I'd sec one.
"'There!' he'd sa_y. 'Pid _you sec her? She was a
big ol' redhead, with a gccn tail.' And I looked, and 1
looked, but I never did."
He shook his head. Then he took a handful of
mixed nuts from the bowl on the table and be9n to
toss them into his mouth, chomping down on them as
if each nut was a tw~-_year old indignity that could
never be erased.
"Well," said Rosie, brightl_y, "I think he sounds
lovcl_lf, a real character! We have to get him to come
over l-or the wedding. He'd be the life and soul of the
parttJ."
Which, Fat charlic explained, after briefl_y choking
on a brazil nut, was reall_y the lastthing_lfou wanted at
_your wedding, after all, wasn't it, ~our father turning
up and being the life and soul oFthe parhj. He said
tliat his fatficr was, he had no doubt, stilf the most
cmbar~ person on God's Green E:arth. He
added that fie was pcrfcctl_y happ_y not to have seen
the old goat fur several _years, and that the best thing
his mother ever did was to leave his father and come
to E:ng!and to sta_y with her Aunt Alanna. He buttressed this b_y stating categoricall_y that he was
damned, double-damned and 9uitc ~ssibl.t:1 even
thrice-damned if he was going to invite his father to
their wedding. In fact, said Fat Charlie in dosing, the
best thing about getting married was not having to
invite his dad to the reception.
And then Fat charlic saw the expression on
Rosie's face and the i<=;Y glint in her normall_y fricndl_y
c_yes, and he corrected himself hurriedl_y, explaining
that he mean the second-best, but it was alread_y
much too late.

The above excerpt is the (first draft) be~nning of a novel with the working title Anansi I5o3s. c Neil Gaiman
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Charles A

Huttar

Scholar Guest of Honor

b.9 Judith Kollmann
he first time I saw Charles Huttar, Professor of English, Specialist in Milton, Emeritus of
Hope College, he was marching proudl_y in a M_ythcon Procession-in cosb.Jme,. as a court
jester. I remember thinking, "This is a brave man with a wonderful sense of humor!"
diaries A. Huttar was born in 1.932 in Austin, Texas, grew up in New York state and attended
high school in S_yracuse. He received his B.A. from Wheaton College
(1.952), his M.A. and Ph.D. from Northwestern University in 1.953 and 1.956.
He taught at Gordon College (Massachusetts) from 1.955 to 1.966, and
then came to Hope College, from which he retired after a bus_y and rich~ rewarding career as a dedicated teacher and scholar; nor did he neglect the larger community. He was a founding member of the Conference
on Christianihj and Literab.Jre (1.956), and was its president from 1.966 to
1.968. He alsohel~d organize the Religious ApP,roaches to Literab.Jre
division of the Modem Language Association and served as its chair.
In Au_gust 1.952 chuck manied Jo_y Culbertson, who was born in
Philadelr,hia, graduated from Wheaton College in 1.952, and earned a BA.
cl, rl
in Music from Hope College in 1.98+. she has served as organist at Grace
a es A Huttar
Episcopal church in Holland fur over thirf:Y _years (and sometimes also as
choir director). In addition, Jo_y is a wonderful cook, gardener, seamstress, and artist-she paints
both china and pictures. Chuck himself has been active on a regional level in the Diocese of
Western Michi~n, and is a Rotarian. One of his great delights has been the opparrunity to visit
EneJand several times. In the middle of all this activihj, the Huttars found the time, space and love
to have seven children-½:Jdia, Sarah, Rachel, Charlie, Julia, Bets_y, and Tom-and fifteen _grandchildren. It should be noted that, on the birth of chuck's _youngest child, the comment bruited
about Hope College was that "He had been surprised b_y Jo_y."
chuck was a dedicated teacher; he was also a creative one. When he taug!rt Milton fur the last
time, he invited the sb.Jdents of the course to his home in order to read Paradise Lost. Word has it
that the_y did it in one da_y. Jo_y cooked fur the occasion, and when the_y stopped fur lunch the__y
had not _yet reached the Fall. So the entire meal was vegetarian. When the__y approached the Fall,
the_y started passing an apple around .... Chuck is an ardent admirer of the works of Charles
Williams as well as those of Owen Barfield.
One of Chuck's colleagues describes him as "Dickensian ... with a twinkle in his ~e and a merriment about him." He is an inveterate punster, but gives them up fur Lent (seriousl_y). He also
loves clerihews (which are four-line F.ms of absurdl_y un9ual lene:th) . chuck also participated in
the Porlock Conference, a long-standing tradition at the MedievarConference held in Kalamazoo
each Ma_y which is dedicated to the parod_y of scholarl_y papers. A brave man with a wonderful
sense of-humor indeed. And I am deepl_y in debt fur this biograph~ to chuck's colleagues, Peter
Schakel (from whose biograph_y of Chuck I have borrowed shamelessl_y) and Kathleen Verduin,
who gpve generousl_y of her time and reminiscences in an interview.

T
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Retrospective Reflections on Thirt_y-five Years plus Five
b9 Charles A. Huttar

M

!:J first publication on one of the Ink.Jin& was an obitua'"!:f of C.5. Lewis commissioned b!:J a

mag;mne. It was less than a !:Jear since m9 last meeting with Lewis, at the Ki1ns, and less than
a !:Jear after I had finished reading The Lord ofthe Rings fur the first time. M9 second P.ublication was a review article on the five novels of Charles Williams brought out in paperback b!:J
Eerdmans in 1965, together with Mar!:J McDermott Shideler's book. Except fur War in Heaven,
which I read in college, this was m_y first encounter with Williams.
So it was more or less b_y accident that this Miltonist became also an lnk.lingist. But b!:J that time
the 1:>ook Imagination and the Spirit was taking shar,e as a bibute to m!:J m~ntor a~d friend ?_yde
5. Kilb_y. It was p:erhaP.s natural, then, that I should be exf'?sed to what might, a bit pn=tentiousl_y
back tnen, have been labeled "lnklin& Studies"; and also that from time to time I should feel I hac3
something to sa!:J, b!:J wa!:J of interpretation or anal!:Jsis, which others might find illuminating. More
recentl_y, in the past decade or two, I've had the privilege of counseling with others, both editors
and authors, ab'out lnklin&5-related work-in-pro~s.
One es~iall!:J nice thing about Ink.Jin& Studies is that our writers-unlike Milton, fur example-were addressing an audience ve!".Y nearl!:J contempcrar_y with us, and so their idiom and their
cultural setting are relativel!:J accessible to us. Thus groups of enthusiasts like the M9thopceic
Society, professionals and amateurs together (often ver~ knowledgeable and wise amateurs!),
meet on an ~ual footing and in mutual resp<;ct and friendship.
Isaid relativel!:J accessible. It's eas_y to feel, after reading a book b!:J Lewis or Tolkien or Williams,
that one has gained ver_y significant insig!,ts, and it's natural to want to pass them on to others.
Also, in venturing to do so one does not feel overwhelmed b!:J such a vast structure of P,rior criticism as has been built up around the works of, sa!:J, Milton or Shakespeare. But this feeling of
accessibility can be deceptive, fur (like hobbits) there is more to these writers than meets the e_ye.
First impressions sometimes need to be fine-tuned-in conversation (as at meetin& like this) and
in furtlier readi~. While there isn't an enormous accumulation of P,rior criticism, there is a tair
amount, some of- it ~_presenting hours of careful thoue]lt as well as di~ng and discover!:J. And it
ought to have the eH-ect (one hopes) of forestalling the more naive or oversimplified responses.
Yet mistakes too readil!:J take on a life of their own. I will mention three examples that have
struck me over the !:Jears. One is the careless tossing about of the label "allegor_y" (a term that, in
contrast, both Tollcien and Lewis used with some precision-and were willing to see applied onl_y
SP,arin~_y to their own work) . Another is the r,opular caricature of Lewis's attitude toward T.5.
Eliot, ~ich vastl_y oversimplifies a comP.lex, and perhaps surprising, set of resf'?nses· Yet another topic, on which we have onl!:J slowl_y been arriving at a properl_y nuanced understanding, is the
relation of Williams to traditions of the occult.
Not that an_y scholarl9 publication can ever be considered the final word! But it is one thing to
disa~ with it, and offer good reasons fur doing so; guite another, to ignore it and be satisfied
with old clichcs, or to be so caught up with the thrill of one's own insi~ as not to consider that
oth~rs ma_y alread_y have thouglit deepl9 on the same matters as wdl as bringing overlooked but
pertinent facts to bear on them.
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It is imP,Ortant to seek ~ true unde~tanding of th~ authol"5 we I~, rather than use them_(as
can so easil_y happen) as mirrors refl~ngourown_attitudes and ~lin&. lt~kes, ma_y~, a tric~
balancing act to insist on the necess~ ~ that, while at the same time fostenng the excitement~
new readers and not damF,ning their enthusiasm. The M_ytho~ic Societq canju~_y be proud of
the wa_y it has kept ~is balan~: helpin~ to call forth ~: sort of sound scholar5h1p that must be,
in the long run, the firmest basis fur delighted appreciation.
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M_ythcon ;5 Program Guide
Registration
M4tl,con registrati<:'n will be in the lobb__y ~ the Holida_y l~n o~ Frida_y, ~ Jul_y, fur the co~enience

of'those checking into the hotel. All da_ybme programming will be held in tlie hotel on mda_y and

Monda_y. On Saturda_y and Sunda_y, registration will take place in Room f> in the Michigan League.
See the schedule tor times.
Conference office

The conference will have an office (see schedule fur open hours) in the Michigan League's Room
f>. A message board will be located here. In an emergen~, _you ma_y contact Marion b_y cell phone
at 517--+l+-,9+13.
Meals
E>reakfasts and dinners will be served in the Holida_y Inn's Salon CDE:. Lunches will be served in
Stockwell Hall Dining Room, located near the Michigan League. These meals will be buffet-~le ,
open during the times listed in the schedule. Please note that meals are onl_y available fur persons
who have purchased them before the conference. Sunda_y evening's f>an9uet will be in the League.
Check with Registration fur extra availabilit_y of Ban9uet tickets.
Papers
The ~~jor pu~se of M_ythcon is the presentatio n of papers discussing aspects of the work of
the Ink.rings and the Guests of Honor, the conference theme, and related topics. M_ythcon presenters ma_y be academics or dedicated amateurs, and the sessions include time fur 9uestions and
comments. Man_y of the papers will be later published in the M_ythopceic Soci~journal M9thlore.
Abstracts of the papers are included in the Program Book.
Panels, Readings and Book Discussions
Da,Y?me programming will include panels discussing topics of interest to the conference, as well as
book discussions, reading, and autograph sessions.
Special E:vents/E:ntertainment
On Frida_y night, dessert will be served at a Welcome Reception at E>orders Books and Music, in
the central campus region known as the State Street neighborho od. This store was the first of the
Borders chain, founded in the earl_y 1970s b.Y. Tom and Louis E>orders, brothers in the book trade.
A pleasant musical evening is planned fur Saturda_y with the performanc e of The Chelsea
~ouse Orch~tra. Thi~ ~oup_ of area Celtic musicia~ is notable in that it has over }O _young musicians F,rtorming on violins, violas, cellos, basses, guitars, flutes, oboes, bodhrans, ~embes and
harp. _The _large, rich sound of this high school student group, performing traditional Celticjigs and
reels 1s um9ue.
Following the CHO concert on Saturda_y will be a travelogue presented b_y Anne Osborn. she
recentl_y toured New Zealand, and has some wonderful photograph_y and commentar:y to present.
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Sunda_y evening's fun be~ns with the f>anquet. This annual event includes a speech b_y our
Author Guest of Honor and the presentation of the M_ythopceic Awards for literature and scholarship. We'll then return to the liotel fur the Masquerade costume presentation, the announcement of the contest-winning clerihews, and the Not-Read_y-for-M_ythcon Pla_yers' contribution to
silliness. A higl:,light of this evenings events will be a presentation o_y E:llen Denham on her recentl_y debuted ballet The Willow Maiden. she wrote the libretto and served as dramatur~st fur the
production, from which she will show exce;FS·
E:ach evening following the close of tlie sr,edal entertainments, the Hospitalit_y Room will be
open. f>ardic Circles and the film room will also be running. See the schedule fur locations.
Costume E:vents
Dress evoking the characters from fantas_y and m_yth is welcome at M_ythcon. E:speciall_y welcome
are entries in the Masquerade costume presentation on Sunda_y evening. This non-competitive
event is open to costumed P.articipants of all ages; see the re~stration form in _your packet.
This _year, in keeping with the conference's academic theme, we welcome not onl_y costumes and
banners, but also academic dress. An_yone with an_y kind of academic regalia is encouraged to wear
it in Saturda_y morning's Procession into the Opening Ceremonies.
M_ythopceic Awards
The M_ytho~ic Sodet_y's annual awards fur fantas_y literature (adult and children's categories)
and scholarship in Inklings and General M_yth & Fantas_y studies will be presented at the Sunda_y
evening f>an9uet in the Michigan League. There will be a discussion of the finalists for this _year's
awards on Sunda_y morning.
Societ_y Auction
The Sod~ holds an annual Auction of books, art, and other treasures, combined with art pieces
offered fur sale b_y attending artists. This will be held on Sunda_y afternoon from 2:;o pm to +:;o
pm. Items fur auction will be on displa_y until l:;o pm at the Sodet_y Sales Table.
Societ_y Sales Table
f>e sure to stop at the Societ_y table in the Henderson Room and shop for those issues of M!)thlore
_you missed, a conference T-shirt, a cop_y of that paper _you didn't get to hear, and man_y other
items. You can also renew _your Sodehj membership and purchase subscriptions. The Sales Table
accepts checks, made out to The M_ythopceic Sodet_y, and Discover cards.

Art show
The annual Art Show will be held in the Henderson Room in the Michigan League; see the schedule fur open hours. Some of the art will be fur sale.
Venue Information
Holida_y Inn North Campus
Checkout 11:00 a.m. Luggage can be stored if _you are leaving later than this.
Contact information: ;600 Pl_ymouth Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 4-8105, Telephone: ?Yr-769-9800
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The Michigan League
Contact information: 911 N. Universi~ Ann Arbor, Ml +8109, Telephone: J;+-76+-0+46
Transpartation
Dail_y transpartation of conte~ from the hotel to the_ Mic~igan Leagt:1? will be b_y shuttle buses.
These buses will run at_pasted times; see the schedule m this book and m _your packet.
The hotel also oHers a tree on-call shuttle bus on Saturda_y and Sunda_y afternoons.
Conferees sta_ying at the hotel ma__y call the shuttle fur rides to and from the League or to the general Ann Arbor area. A phone willbe available in the conference office in the League's Room B.
shuttles to Detroit Metro airpart are listed on the flier in the re@stration pack.et.
About Ann Arbor and the UM
In 1827, a group of pioneers passed through a fur trading pc;st known as Detroit, and pushed on
along the banks of the Huron River in search of a location tor a new frontier commurntIJ. Among
the settlers was a Vir@nian named John Allen and fellow pioneer, Elisha Rum5C!:f. Some forty miles
west of Detroit, in the slopes that bounded the Huron River, the pioneers established their settlement. On Februa'=Y 12, 182+, the_y re@stered their claims in Detroit, Allen fur +80 acres and
Rumse_y tor 160, each pa_ying the prescribed price of $1.25 per acre. On March 6th of the same
_year, Governor Cass designated Ann Arbor as the coun~ seat fur Washtenaw Coun~. On Ma_y
25, 182+, when the Wa_yne Count_y Re@ster of Deeds recorded the plan fur the village, the name
was written officiall_y for the first time, crAnnarbour." The settlement began to grow and in 1877 the
Universit_y of Michigan was moved to Ann Arbor from Detroit and established on a tortIJ-acre site.
The Universit_y of Michigan was established in 1817 as one of the nations first public universities b_y the Michigan le3slature, on 1,920 acres of land ceded b_y the Chippewa, Ottawa, and
Potawatomi people er ••• for a college at Detroit." The school moved from Detroit to Ann Arbor onl_y
20 __years after the latter city had been founded. It has provided a diverse student papulation with
a diverse set of educational oppartunities, including academic and professional programs, intramural and NCAA sparts programs, and more cultural activities than most residents of- Ann Arbor
can exploit. The universit_y in 2007 had 51,000 students and 5,600 tacul~ on three campuses; the
s_ystem includes the main Ann Arbor campus as well as two others in Dearborn and Flint. UM
boasts of one of the largest health care complexes in the world, one of the best universi~ librar_y
s_ystems in the countr_y, and is consistentl_y ranked in the nation's top ten universities.
About our conference logo artist
S~rah Beach was born in the state of Michigan, and grew up familiar with its lakes, streams and
bn?ges. A number of childhood vacation trips began with crossing either the Mackinac Bridge to
r,oints north, or the Ambassador Bridge from Detroit into Ontario. Since those childhood da_ys,
she'~ lived in the broad reaches of Texas before rolling west with the nuts to California. After completing a Masters in E:ne.lish medieval literature, she crossed the bridge into entertainment (what?
,t doesn't toll~ natura'If_y?) . Currentl_y living in Los Angeles, she spends a lot of time writing various sorts of things, and occasionall_y turning out a piece of visual artwork..
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Paper Abstracts
eath_y Akers-Jordan: fail"!;j Princess or Tragic Heroine? The Portra_yal of Arwen Und6miel in Peter Jackson's
Lord of the Rings Films.
At first }9ance, it app;ears that Jackson's films stra_y from Tolkien!s books in their depiction of Arwen, but doser examination reveals that Jackson partra95 her as a heroic descendant of E:arendil, Luthien, and Galadriel.
Arwen also represents the past, present, and future of the elves in Middle-earth, with strong overtones of
Tenr,_yson's La'd9 ofshafott.
Susan f>emardo: Dragons and Women in Ursula ~ Guin's The Other Wind
The resurgence of dragons into the realm of carthsea durins the apparentl_y wise and Fr-3ceful rule of King
Lebannen in Ursula Le Guin's The Other Wind becomes a trigger fur the exploration of gender and power.
The suppasedl_y ser,arate worlds of dragons and peof.le, ead-i with the r,ower to bring order or create chaos,
come together in the forms of two h_ybrid women/dragons: lrian and Tehanu . lrian and Tehanu become
bridges and negotiators between the two worlds.The roles of both women cross gender, culture and species
boundaries; however, althoueh it is ~ssible to cross boundaries and link various people, in Le Guin's universe there is alwa_ys a price fc;r this achievement.
Sarah f>etts: Bridging Tolkien's Gender Divide: Eow_yn and the Role of Women in the Heroic Action of The
Lord of The Rings
In The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien uses l=ow_yn to explore the ambivalent r,osition given to women in his epic
tale, a f?Sition that reHects his personal views on the proper feminine place-he reinforces the value that
women should remain at home as s_ymbolic trea~ures, and _yet he allows readers to realize how frustrating is
the realib..j of that role. This paper will address: E:ow.':tn's initial ~sition in the socie~ of the Rohirrim; the limitations that lead her to abandon that role; the amelioration of her heroic deed b_y the male warrior establishment; her ultimate re- assimilation into a ~pical domestic role; and Tolkien's attitude towards women's
capabilities.
Danielle Bienvenue: Go West old God, Bridges Between M_ythologies in a Melting- Pot Sode~
There is a trend among late-twentieth centur_y fantas_y authors of exP.loring the practicalities of m_ytholo~ in
a melting-pot. Among others Neil Gaiman's A merican Gods, Charles deLint's Forests of the Heart, and John
CrowlC-!::J'S Little, Big explore what hapr,ens when m~ological figures cross the Atlantic and take root in the
new world. In each of tliese works, m.¥,hic bein& are depicted as an immi~nt r,opulation looking fur a place
in American culture, often at odds with other sP.irit bein&, who threaten their chances of finding a home in a
land glutted with the forgotten gods of its inhabitants. This paper will explore the gods' searcFi fur place in
these novds.
Jacciueline Blackwdl: Benjamin Sisko: The Dreamer or the Dream?
In literature and religion, proP,hets/orades function in onl_y a few prescribed wa_ys. For one, thC-9 speak the
truth about the future, and there is nothing the hearers can do about it. The second function is that the
Orade/Prophet warns, admonishes, and/or advises, and depending ur,on the response of the listener, the
situation ma_y change. This second function produces a conundrum mamfcsted in Star Trek Deep Space Nine
concerning &nn_y Russell and Benjamin Sislw: is Bennie, the sci-fi writer, creating Benjamin!s fuh.Jristic space
home from his imagination, or is f>enjamin creating Benn_y's earl_y j0's home in his coma? Is Benjamin the
dreamer or the dream?
Sharon Bolding: Defining boundaries and frontiers between worlds in medieval French narratives
Wrthin m_yth and fantas_y literature lies the sub-genre of fantastic narratives, which are often characterized b_y
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movement between worlds. While some critics have examined the "medieval" nature of I.9th- and 2othcentu~ fantastic literature, few have applied fantastic theories to the narratives of medieval authors. when
examining literature of the 1_1th thro_ueh !}th centuries, a pattern emerges of _P.ai:3llel worlds,_where the 0th<?'"
world is partra_yed as co-exJstent withthe real world Movement between worl'ds is_characterized ?.Y both artificial, or man-made ~undar_y markers and natural features. I pror,ose to examine t~ese ph_ys1cal elements
that delineate fantastic space, and to show that a structural anal_ys1s of these narratives reveals a model fur
the fantastic that is a parallel world view.
r>emadette l">os~: S_yncretism in Modem Fantas_y
The combination of various m_ythic s_ystems is a hallmark of much modem fantas_y-enoug h that one could
identify ~ncretism as a m~jor aspect of the current genre. I intend to look at m_ythic ~ncretism in some recent
fantas_y works, to anal_yze now the combination worKS and how well. I'm frankl_y not sure how man_y books I wi11
discuss. I be~n this pa~r idea b_y thinking about Michael chabon's Summer/and and Santa StcP.5 Out b_y
Robert Devereaux, but clizabeth Hand's Waking the Moon, and its 5e;9uel, 15/ack Lieht, as well as the bilo~
b_y Tim Powers (Last c.a/1, Expiration Date, Earthquake Weather) might be included:'
Ra_y l">ossert: "Surel_y You Don't Disbelieve": Tolkien and Pius X: Anti-Modernism in Middle earth
Comparison between Tolkien's Middle-earth narratives and Pius X's highl_y influential and anti-modernist
en~dical Pascendi dominici gregis articulates fears concerning the direction of faith and scholarshir, in the
twentieth centur_y. Thougry some-historians argue that the modernist conspiraf_Y desaibed in Pascendigreg is was a phantom, man_y of the en<=;Ydical's deP.ictions of the modernist agenda align uncannil_y with Tolkien'.5
depictions of villains and misguidea heroes. This is not to sa_y Tolkien creates allegorical or s_ymbolic references to modernism. Tolkien's texts and Pascendigre!!fs univocall_y present the d_ynamics of evi1and how their
authors believed it operated to corrupt faith.
David l:'>ratman: A Game of You-Yes, You
Neil Gaiman's Sandman gr:aphic novel series has its highlisht':s and low p<;>ints, but its finest moment is surel_y "'A
Game of You." This novel, vol.5 of the series, interweaves disasters in the primar_y and secondar_y worlds in a
r,oignant tale of vividl_y realized misfit characters. So wh_y do some critics have trouble identifying with those
characters and accef'ting the eremises of the stor_y? This paper will attempt to explain "A Game of You" fur
the benefit of those who don t 9uite get it, and put it in the context of t~e Sandman series to show wh_y it
stands out so.
David l:'>ratman: The Music of Middle-earth, the 5e9uel: After Tolkien
In la~t _y ear's paF,r, I presented music that might have insRired Tolkien'.5 depictions of music in his work, and
music fh~t h'? m,eht have known that could have evoked the spirit of his sto~. This _year, we tum to music
actual_l_y msp1redb_y :olkien, invoked b_y his spirit. There is much of this, in all genres, so this paper while
touching on others will concentrate on two forms: 11dassical" concert music b_y comr,osers from Car~ 1:'>l~n
to Aulis Sallinen, and musical settings of Tolkien's paetr_y b_y compasers from Donald Swann to Reiff and Hall.
Recorded examples will be providea.
Roxanne 1:'>ruscha: All Will l:'>e Well: Anthropamorph ic Will and Its Impact on the Nature of Ma@c and E:vt1 in The

Lord of the Rings

T~lkien'.s Middle-earth ~n The Lord of the Rings proves to be one built entirel!.:I of sentient life. Nature and all
th1~&5 _linked to natu~e 1n The ~ord of_the Rings are comprised of conscious lite. This inherent anthropamorph1sm 1s th~ fo~ndation on which T~lkien's metaph_ysical, as well as ethical, reality is based. Ma@c is founded
on C?mmurncation between the magi~ u~r and the sentient o~ect of the ma@c. Further, as antnropamorp~ ic
sen?ence1 and thus a~hroF'morpn1 c will, comprise the framework of ph_ysical and metaph_ysical reality. 'lne
ethical value of an_ythmg resides in the will of the thing itself in the stoic sense of a theor_y of evil.
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Joe christopher: Two Worlds, with Inklings
I want to do a comparison of Lewis's Narnia and Tolkien's Middle-earth. I will pc:>int to such influences on Lewis
as Tolkien5 two trees, gold and silver. cf. the results of the coins at the Narnian creation.
Joe christopher: Two Sonnets b_y Roger Lancel_yn Green
Green wrote two sonnets (and onl_y two sonnets, so fur as I know) related to the Inklings and to Lewis. In
"l.9~• (19+8), a _young knight in the Wasteland searches fur the Grail under the direction of Taliessin
(diaries Williams) and Merlin (Lewis). In "To C.S. Lewis" (written 1965, P.ub. in the 1990s), Green writes a
memorial sonnet on Lewis, be@nning "Prophet and guide both of the mind and soul, / And at the last friend
above earthl_y friends." Green is not a ~eat writer, but the sonnets have interest as a statement of what Lewis
and Williams meant to him.
Adrian Cook: r.mtastic Initiations: Rhetorical Transpcrtation and Game-Pla_y in The Hobbit and Harry Potter
Examines the process of the simultaneous initiation of both protagonist and reader into the funtas_y worlds
of Middle Earth and the Wizarding World, res~vel_y. "fantastic Initiations" explores striking parallels
between the work of Tolkien and J.K.. Rowling; specificaIT~ the process b_y which Bilbo and Harry are initiated a~ anachronistic inhabitants of their respective ma@ca( and heroic "seconda~ worlds." The most imp;ortant issue of their initiation is the personal journC?.Y upcn which Bilbo and Harry embark in the first book in
each narrative, The Hobbit and Harry Pott'er and the Sorcerer's Stone.
Janet Croft: Three Rings for Holl_ywood: Scripts b_y Zimmerman, 5oorman, and 5eagle
Prior to director Peter Jackson's 2001-2003 three-movie project, there were a number of other attempts to
film J.R.R. Tolkien5 The Lord of the Rings. In 1957, Morton G'rad_y Zimmerman wrote a script for an animated
version but was (mercifull_y) abandoned. John 5oorman co-wrote a scri~ in 1970 for a live-action film, but it
was rejected b_y his studio. In 1978, funtas~ author Peter S. 5eagle revised a script written for director Ralph
Baksk,. This paper will describe these scnpts, address their successes and failures as adaptations, and compare the treatment of ke_y scenes with the recent Peter Jackson movies.
Edith L Crowe: 35 Years of Tolkien Articles: Lite in the Ghetto
Since 1967 hundreds of academic articles have been published on the "Author of the Centur:Y." Numbers,
however, don't tell the whole sto!"Y· Just where have tnese articles been published? what P,Crcentage made
their wa}J into presti@ous scholarl_yjournals of English literature? How international is the scholarl_y literature
on Tolkien? How impcrtant have specialized journals like M9th!ore and Mal/om been in the dissemination of
Tolkien scholarship? What interesting patterns, if an_y, have emerged in the last thi')=.Y-five _years ofjournal
publishing? Answers to these and man_y other 9uestions _you've never asked _yourself will be revealed.
Laurie Cubbison: Homage, Knock-off or Fanfic: The Impulse to Rewrite dassic Fafltas_y Literature
To read a particular sto!:Y is to engpge with the characters, events and environment of that stoi:y. Otten, that
engpgement leads to a teeling that somehow the stor:Y is incomplete. Sometimes, however, an element of the
story creates the gpp, with cFraracters so d_ynamic (or so underused) that th~ seem to demand new stories
to innabit. This ~resentation will explore the motives and methods of writers wno rewrite existing narratives,
di5CU55ingthe influence of two classic works and the wa_ys in which the_y've been re-envisioned: Tolkien5 Lord
of the Rings and Wu chang-E:n's Joume9 to the West.
E:llen Denham: The Willow Maiden: Brin@ng Fantas_y to the Ba.llet Stage
Thoue:h man_y classic ballets have m_ythic inspirations, there are few full-len_e;th ori@nal works created toda_y
with atantas.11 theme. This work presents an overview of the inspiration, collaboration, and production histo~ of The Willow Maiden, a criticall_y acclaimed ori@nal "Fantas_y Dance Adventure" which was premiered in
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April, 200; b_y the I'.>utler I'.>allet and I'.>utler S.':lmphon_y Orchestra of I'.>utler Universit_y. The r,resentation
explores the process of collaboration between librettist, compaser, designers, choreogaphers, dancers, and
others in bringing the work to life on the stage, and the subs9uent process of transl-arming the work from
text through staged performance and back to text in the form of a novel.
Anne Dotter: Feminist Reinventions of M_yth in Contemporar_y Fiction
The interest in m_yth expressed b_y feminist authors of fiction illustrates the pertinence of a focus on reinventions or re-apP,ropriations oF m_yths in order to interro~te the grand-narratives imposed b_y the patriarchal structures. 1he focus of this presentation is to look at the process of empowerment of women throue:h
a superimpasition of heroes more appropriatel_y fitting their r,olitical agenda. If, as Audre L..orde puts it, "the
master's tools will never dismantle the master's house,• re-rtacting m_yths and their constructions through written or visual representations is the ideal place to begin shakingloundations.
Anton DuPlessis: •The lnfantes de Carri6n, Celegorm and Curufin: bridges to a common Gothic source for
the Cid and Sifmaril!ion?"
In the Silmari//ion, the brothers Celegorm and Curufin abduct Luthien. This event calls to mind the Spanish
epic, the Cantar de mio Cid, in which the Cid's daughters are carried awa_y ~Y two vengeful brothers. The similarit_y leads to a 9uestion: could Tolkien's creation have been influenced o_y this medieval Sr,anish source?
However, there is another possible exP.lanation: there ma_y be Gothic bases fur part of the third section of
the Cantar. Tolkien was also interested in Gothic, and this common thread might illuminate criticism of both
the Silmari/lion and the Cid, through this common Gothic thread. I will explore the connection between the
Silmarillion and the the Cid and form an additional literar_y •bridge" between these two works.
Nicole Du Plessis: !".>ridging Oralit_y and Literac_y in The Lord of the Rings, The "Wise but Unlearned• Among
the cultures of Middle-earth
The contrast between the two cultures of Rohan and Gondor is indicative of a larger, often overlookd element of Lord of the Rings, words as repositories of wisdom, and in particular the necessit_y of bridging the
gaps between oral and literate modes of wisdom for the greater _good of Middle E:arth. I'.>.Y stressing the
cooeeraton of peoples Rossessingoral or literate wisdom while also portra_l:Jing •levels• of ITterac_y in societ_y, Tolkien anticipates the oralit_y-literac_y theories of Walter Ong and schoTarl_y reactions that favor a
"continuum" model over a strictl_y dichotomous relationship between oralit_y and literac_y, which often fa\Ors
literac_y.
Dustin E:aton: Taking the Road of Ashes: Lord of the Rings as Male Initiation Ritual
It has long been known that Tolkien's epic fantas_y, The Lord of the Rings corresponds to the most universal
of all m_ytnic paradigms, the three stage hero's journe_y of separation-trial-return. What has not been sufficientl_y explored is the fact that Tolkien's Ring Trilo~ also corresponds to the archet_ypal male puberl:lj ritual. These initiation rites embellish on the meta-narrative of the hero'sjourne_y b_y incorparating several dfstinct
stages of ego-death and resuscitation. of the four Hobbit bo_ys wfio leave the shire, onl_y three return having successl-ull_y crossed the bridge into manhood. Frodo alone failed his initiation, and dies to the world.
Eleanor M. Farrell: Swing and a M_yth: I'.>aseball in Fantas_y Literature
I'.>aseball ma_':! be losing its position as America's national P.astime in recent decades, but contemplation of the
game via its literature lias, if an_ything, increased. In an_y bookstore sports section, shelf space for baseball
books can take UP, to three-9uarters of the entire section. E:ven literature of the fantastic has embraced
baseball as something more than merel_y a ph_ysical enterprise. Concentrating on such works as Michael
I'.>ishop's I3ritt/e lnnin_gs and Michael Chabon's Summerfandb.as well as fantas_y stories from other genre and
mainsfream writers, tnis paper explores themes used in base all fantas_y and how the_y relate to American culture and m_yth.
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la""9 Fink: Geor:ge MacDonald: Images of His World,
I photographed locales in the life of George MacDonald (in Scotland, E:neland, E>elgium, Switzerland, and
ltal_y) wnid1 will be published in George MacDonald, Images of His Wor/d,accompa nied b_y a biographical
e55a.!:j b_y Professor Rolland Hein. I would like to offer a PowerPoint presentation, an abbreviated version of
the forthcoming book mentioned above. This slide lecture of approximatety 70 images brieA_y surveys the
scope of MacDonald!s life. It includes pictures from his birthplace in Scotlancfto his gravesite in ltal_y ana most
of the places he lived and wrote of in between.
·

la""9 Fink: C.S. Lewis Landscapes
A PowerPoint presentation consisting of approximatel_y 90 landscape photo~phs. The focus is the natural
beautq C.S. Lewis lived near and visited over the course of his life. I visited litteen areas in the Republic of
Ireland, Northern Ireland, E:neland, Scotland, and Wales. M!:J aim was to record the varid:tj of natural areas
Lewis was familiar with and rerate them to some of the descnptions of nature-realistic and fantastic-in his
fiction, particularl_y the Narnia books and the Ransom trilogy. An added value of this bod_y of pictures is the
oppartun~ they afford the viewer to see views man_y Lewis readers will never e~o_y in person.
Mike Foster: An Unexpected Pa~: Tolkien in the 1960's
This paper suggests reasons for the sudden boom in the papula~ of The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit
that began in 1965.
Victoria Gaudosik: Was faramir Gandalf•s Intended Ring-f>earer? Or Is This the Germination of a Piece of Fan
Fiction?ln J.R.R. Tolkien!s The Two Towers, faramir sa_ys of the One Ring, «( would not take this thing, if it la_y b_y the
hid,wa_y. • E:v~ other character to come in contact with the ring becomes passessed of lust for it-or fear
it-in var:Ying degrees. How can Tolkien have allowed this apparent inconsisten~ to creep into his masterwork? I pr:oP.Ose to consider whether Faramir's resistance is indeed an inconsisten':Y, or w'1ether it is r,art of
a more subtle pattern that suggests reasons to preserve hope in the face of overwFielming odds.I would also
like to examine Peter Jackson!s re-shaping of Faramir.

or

Mark Gdlis: Heroic E:thics in M_yth-Oriented RPG Gaming Supplements
This ~per examines several questions. First, to what extent can gaming supr,lements, often fictional histo-

ries of imaginar_y_ worlds provided as material to SUf?1?9rt role-pla_ying@;lme adventures (or «campaigns•), be
treated as a kino of fiction? How do these fictions dilter from traditional forms of fiction? And to wliat extent
is it passible to emplo.!:l traditional methods of litera~ or rhetorical criticism to examine them? SF,ificall_y, the
paper will examine tne concept of the m_ythic hero as he (or she) is presented in role-pla_ying game

supplements.

Mdod_y Green: Death and Nonsense: Lewis Carroll's Alice r>ooks and George MacDonald's At the Back of
the North Wind
According to John Docher:Y, in The Literarlj Products of the George MacDonald-Lewis CErrolf Friendship
Lewis Carroll and George MacDonald were mends for more than furui _years, and also exf?lored some of the
same ideas and themes in their texts. One of these these was death, ahighl_y ritualized and immensel_y im~rtant aspect of Victorian culture. MacDonald and Carroll both used nonsense: while Carroll's Alice books
emplo_y nonsense as a form of laughing at death, George MacDonald's At the Back of the North Wind presents knowledge of death as the starting paint for an a6il~ to create and understand nonsense.
Rodne;y Green: He Is Not a Crook
I examine the Master of E:sgaroth in The Hobbit. This character has been eas_y to overlook because he
appears on onl_y a few pages. However, Tolkien drew him with a convincing realism that is remarkable for the
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brief amount of text that he occ;upies. M_y ~rgumcnt th~t he is_~ full_y real~, a~~r,al sc~cming P?litician
is suppart.ed b_y comparing the d,aractcr with the real-:-1~ palitical masterm1nd Richa~ M. ND<On. }"is ~?ractcr serves an cssc~al p u ~ in the ~tor-,y b_y providing an _obstadc ~ ~c 1heroes 9ucst, and m addition
he is worth_y of consideration in his own ri@i as a crafty, furm1dablc palitiaan.
Stefan Hall: Pla_ying Where the shadows Lie: The Di@tal Dimension in The Lord of the Rings
often an anal_ysis of films a~d vid~mes be~ns b_y considering the causal rd~tio_nship ~ n narrative
and sF,dc. while both films and_ ~dco@'lmes hav<: bee~ reacfas ~ , establishing comparative ~_ys of
reading them togct~cr, t~c use of d,~I tcchnolo~ ~n their pr~uction 1s another w;1.Y to explore the 1n:craction of these med,~. This cssa_y examines the narrativ~ extensions to P~ J~ckson s The L<;rd o~ the Ri~s
trilogy through the vidcogames produced b_y E.leciromc Arts and Vivendi Universal. of particular interest 1s
howtncsc games not onl_y enhance the experience of the fi1ms.
Allison Harl The Camera as E:vil ~c: Critical Problems with a Film Adaptation of The Lord of the Rings
The adaptatio~ of J.R:R· To~kicn'~ Th~ Lord of the Rings to film _creates a pa~doxical expcri~~ce ~r ~he
viewer who. while seeming to 1dcnti{y with the goodness of the mam characters, 1s actuall_y partia~ting m a
role more c1oscl_y alignecfwith the evil beings in the narrative. Tolkien chooses to c m ~ man, of his monsters with the ~nt weapcn of vision as tn~ seek to gain control throu~ the command of their visual~The relationship of audience to text is examined in a dose stud_y of a few of these monsters, fur whom watching becomes a means of pcsscssion through domination.
Michad r>. Holler: What ~e Has Not Seen:lma~native Realities
The w~d of fai~ consists of things that are ~ond mortal sight, reaching into the @ories of the divine and
of immortal~. r>ut what allows for this pcssible encounter with other y.orfds, and is it a g_enuine encounter
with transcendent realities? Using Lewis' wardrobe as a litcrar-,y arc~pc, this ~a~ wilftirst propase that
the "wardrobe• is a s_ymbolic image of the incarnate human ima~nation, through which we ma_y encounter
other worlds. Passage through the wardrobe is empawcred 6_1:1 Spirit, moving us towan:J a real encounter with
transcendent realities. r>_y ima~nation and Spirit we b"ansccna the immanent into the fantastic.

Mark Christophe Hill, Appropriation and M_yth-r>uilding in Neil Gaiman's Ameriean Gods
The last twenhj _years have seen the birth of a new kind of novd, one that seeks a pastmodcrn construction
of familiar land'scapcs through the rcappropriation of m_ythic s_ymbols and the fantastic. This paF,f examines
Ga!man's use of magic in Ameriean Goos to define and create a particularl_y American form of- m~-bu~ding.
This work ~lores the dcments and characters within Gaiman's f.ext to ultimatel_y establish the need for a new
kind ~holarship combining litcra~ s=nres such as ma~c realism, fanta5.Y, pastmodcrnism, and even science fiction.
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Mark T. Hooker, Leaf b_y Mdkin: Nigg)e Travds to Russia
One of the thi')&S that makes the stud_y of translations of Tolkien's works so interesting is that it &,ves _you a
better grasp o+ ~e original. r>ccausc a Leaf b_y Ni~e• is a short sto~ and a seemin@.!j less form1ciable task
than ti,;<: transl~tion oF The L~rd of t~e Rings, a large number of Russians have tried their hand at it. This
paper will examine dcvcn Russian versions of the storLj. Learn how Trots~ and Ma_yakovs~ found their wa_y
into the sto~. See how much trouble the translators had understanding and finding a suitable version of the
namcNitiJc.

Mark T. Hooker, The Linguistic Landscape of The shire
Tolkien~ a philo~ with a love~ place names. The names that he ~cs to places in the Shire and in f>ree
~ his ~arcncss of the stont thaf names on a map can tell. His place names in the shire and ~Land

~ the mIX that makes up thclinguistic landscape of E.n@and, where Celtic, Germanic, Latin and Nonnan
ll

clements dot the linguistic countr_ysidc, recording the histor;y of the comings and goings of the F,ples who
spake these lan~ages This paper examines Tolkicn's topan_ym_y for botn historical and comical meaning.
Learn thejoke behind the name Dwaling.
Michad Johnson: "That hideous mere fuolcr;y» -Lewis' re-Marks on surrealism
It ma_y be a hitherto unnoticed factoid of Inkling lore that Salvador Dali was born almost cxactl_y 66 months
after C.S. Lewis. Thc_y reached the age of,, in 19', and 19,9 resF,ctivcl_y-across a period of great moment
fur E:uro_pc; As 200+ marks the centenar_y of Dali's birth this illustrated presentation will rcAcct on some
1
u n ~ but discernible bridges between the work of these two artists 1n their middle age. of particular
interest will be Dali's paintings "The metamorphoses of Narcissus» and "Toe three ages» ancf Lewis' depiction
of Mark Studdock's experiences in the O~cctivit:Y Room (That Hideous Strength, c.1+) .
Judith Kollmann: elisions and Ellipses, Council and Counsel in Tolkicn's and Jackson's The Lord of the Rings
Since counsel and council are chief means to wise decisions and subSCCjucnt actions, thc_y become a sig12ificant theme in Tolkien~ work, and arc modified in interesting wa_ys in Peter Jackson's films: thc_y arc often
abbreviated, enhanced changed in effect or impact; thc_y seem to have been simplified but are in fact rarcl_y
simple. This rrapcr explores fhc use of counsel and council primaril_y in the novel and film versions of The
Fellowship o'f the Ring, but ma_y look bricfl_y at interesting developments in Two Towers and The Return of
the King.
David Landrum: In a Sort of Runic Rh_ymc, the Verbal Bridge in Madeleine L'E:nglc's A Swiftly Tilting Planet
In keeping with the theme of this _year's M_ythcon, m_y paper will deal with a bridge to other worlds, with the
verbal as an enabling conduit in A Swiftly Tilting Planet. l'hc novel opens with the world hovering on the edge
of nuclear war. The Murra_y famil_y, famous from A Wrinkle in Time, evokes Saint Patrick's Rune, an ancient
P,OCm with m_ystical, protective pawcr, in the hope of averting disaster. M_y presentation will not onl_y deal with
the immediate construct L'E:ng1c l!SCS to facilitate the passage to other worlds, but also with how the fact that
it is a verbal (rather than ph_ysical, ma@cal, or tcchnolo@cal) bridge affects the novel.
Rebekah Long: 'Wandering Fire:' Tolkien, Tcnn_yson, and the Medieval Fantastic
Tcnn_yson wrote an epigraph for the 1896 Israel Gollancz edition of Pear/, which had a frontispiece designed
b_y Pre-Raphaelite Hofman Hunt. Tolkien consciousl_y responds to the forms of medicvalism on displa_y in
Gollancz's edition and the treatment of the medieval fantastic in Tcnn_yson~ td.9'ls in •The Namcfess
Land, »making the work of medicvalism and fantas_y cxactingl_y linguistic in nature. References to Pearl arrfrCc3r
throughout The Lord of the Rings, and this resonates witli Tolkicn's larger enterprise as both a writer of tan~ and a medievalist. M_y paperlooks at Tolkicn's pacm and his respansc to Tcnn_yson as an earlier and influential writer of the fantastic.
Kathr_yn McDaniel, Wh_y Won't Thc_y Be Free?: J.K. Rowling's Housc-E:lf Problem
J.K. Rowling's P9litical message in the Harr;y Potter books seems dear: she upholds the values of liberalism
tolerance, and freedom from oppression. But litcrar;y critics have consistentl_y noted that, in one crucial
regard, her liberal message falters. lnexplicabl_y to some, Rowling depicts the house-elves as happ_y in their
slavcr_y and unwilling to contemplate cmanciP,ation. Docs the dcP,iction of a contented class of slaves skew
Rowling's liberal perspective? If we use second-wave feminism as a bridge to understand the house-elves' attitude, Rowling's message is revealed as consistent, if more complex than her critics have acknowledged.
James Matthews: Tintcm Abbc_y, Xanadu, and Rokc Island, Ursula Le Gui n's Dialog with the Romantic Poets
in eqrthsca
In her cssa_y "Dreams Must Explain Thcmsdves» (19n), Ursula Le Guin refers to the mages in her fantastic
world of E:arthsca as artists. A detailed reading of the ori@nal E:arthsca trilo~ reveals a philosoph_y of
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magic/art that incorporates dements of canonical lit.era!"!:f Romanticism, induding ideas about the nature of
individual genius and notions of conflict between art and pcpular culture.
Doris M_yers: Feminine Influences (It An9) on Till We Have Faces
shadow/ands is deservedl9 praised as an example of ti1m art, but it has conbibuted to an e x a ~ notion
of how much Jo9 Davidman influences C.S. Lewis's life and wor:k. Admittc:dl_y, there is so'?1e coincidental evidence fur such an inAuence. It is doubtful, however, that she IS respcns1ble fur _the radical d7Frtu_re ~m
Lewis's previous fiction . There arc two simpler (though less appc;alingl9 romantic) ~ n s wh9 Onal 1s so
much more realistic and complex than the Green Lad9 of Perelandra or Jane of That Hideous Streng/,.
Nicholas Pen:y: Middle-earth in Court, Legal Disputes arising from Tolk.ien's Works
Middle-earth has not onl9 bridged into movies and graphic novels, it has appeared in court ~ a source of
lawsuits, notabl_y over cop9right and trademark. This paF. ~9 a ~w~ fur non-law_yers) exam1n~ the leeal
issues of several these d1Sputes. ~e most famous and sign~cant d1Spute r ~ ~ the U~. cop_yri~ of~
first edition of The Lord of the Rmgs. The par,er also examines other cop9ri@.lt d1S~ 1nduaing the suits
b9 the Tolkien Estate against authors Michael Perr_y and David Da9. It is wicld9 believed that law,yers are
involved in eve~ing; this paper shows that Middle-earth is no exception.
tkmi Phillips: Reused and ~ded: a Look at Gaiman's Use of other DC Comics characters in The
Sandman
Readers of Gaiman's series, Tk Sandman, note the wide range of m~o~I, arch~F I, and lit.erar,y references. What is not so obvious is Gaiman's use ofpre-existing charac:t.ers h-om DC Comics. characters long
unused were~ new life in Gaiman~ work in addition to ~est appearances from characters in comics contemporar,y to The Sandman. This paper will look at some of these, exploring their histor,y and their relation
to the Dreaming.
Stephen Rauch: Neil Gaiman's Sandman and Joseph Campbdl, Creating the Modem M~
S ince time immemorial, we have used m~h to sustain ourselves. It comforted us, and showed us how to live,
but more impcrtantl_y, that we were not alone. r>ut we have lost that feeling. For too man9, rdi~s traditions
anchored in a worlcfthousand s of ~ears past have lost their relevance, and what remains in a wortd without
meaning. Still, all is not lost. Josepn Campbell spcke fur decades about the impcrtancc of m~loga, and
our need fur it in modem life. What remains to be seen is whether someone can create a new m!P1: one that is
appropriate to the modem age, but still connects us to the traditions and le~~ _generations P.ast Neil
Gaiman's comics series The Sandman isjust such a work: as multifaceted as m~ itsclt~ It shows us the wortd
outside and the world inside-and that th~ arc one and the same. Its stor:y tells of the endless, beings
greater than all the gods, and of Morpheus, the Dream King. as he transforms into something even greater
than the endless, a person. Along the wa9, it shows us, as Campbdl wrote, •how to live a human litet:/mc. •
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Eric Rauscher, H.P. Lovecraft's chthulu and diaries Williams's P'o-lu
H.P. L.ovecratt:, an American horror fiction writer, publishes a short sto'"!:j in 1928, ~ c Call

of Cthulhu. • A
decade later cha~ Williams, an English pcct, publishes a series of Arthurian pccms. This paper explores
the unlikd9 connection between the two.
Frank Riga: Atter All, Arc Wizards Wizards? Tolk.icns Transformation of the Merlin Tradition in The Lord of
the Rings
f'.1"cvious ~cs have :3dvanced opposing a'B'-lments about the relationship between Gandalf and the tradition of Merlin and wizardry, and nave come to almost d iamctricall9 oppcsed condusions. Ruth Noel, has
a'B'-led that Gandalf and Merlin arc dosd_y linked figures. Miriam Miller argues the reverse.The fact that critics could take antithetical views of the reTationshifbetw ccn Gandalf and the wizard badition is significant.
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The disagreement paints to the fact that Tolkien's text can be read in two radicall!j different wa!:JS· However,
these two seemingl!:J opposed wa!:JS of reading are actuall_y inherent in the text itself, and form part of Tolkien~
strategy to move us horn a more conventional notion of the wizard, to his notion of the lstari.
E.L Risden: Lord of the Rings: Films, Texts, and Tolkien's Resistance to Linearit,y
Peter Jackson said that in cutting the material to suit the medium of film, he aimed for a linear narrative-to
maintain compelling progress anc3 tell as much of Tolkien's stor!:J as he could. Jackson's choice undermines
Tolkien's dear resistance to linearit_y. LOTR itself takes the form of a ring, ending (like The Hobbit) where it
begins: in the shire. But from its seed in The Sifmarilfion to its completion in The Return of the King, the
development of the narrative takes a form one ma!j better describe as fractal-unfolding, resisting simple
linearit_y.
Nate Roberts: Tolkien's Dramatic Moments
This paper will be an anal!:Jsis of Tolkien's dramatic moments. More specificall_y, I will attempt to categorize his
moments of drama, and anal!:Jze the techni9ues recurrent in them. One of Tolkien's favorite techni9ues was
to dela!:J a dramatic moment. This conceRt is exemplified in the moments before the fight at Balin's Tomb, and
the charge of the Riders of Rohan onto the Pelennor Fields. Surel!:J, all of them have common characteristics;
but after being separated and grouped, dose stud!:J reveals their variant aspects.
5eth Russell: Galadriel's Laments: Bridges between The Silmaril!ion and The Lord of the Rings
Tolkien considered The Sifmaril!ion and The Lord of the Rings to be a single interdependent work. Galadriel's
laments, which she san_g at the end of the Third Age, look back to events that took place in Aman in the distant past, before the death of the Two Trees, and 1-orward to a possible future in the Blessed Realm. Her two
laments are in different langt;iages but their structure and tone are similar, fur the themes and 9uestions of
the first song are elaborated and answered in the second. Working together, these songs demonstrate the
unit_y of thought in Tolkien's legendarium.
Laura Schmidt: Songs and Poetr!:J in The Lord of the Rings
While man!:J readers are enchanted b!:J Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings, not all of them are particularly captivated with the songs and poems embedded in the epic work. Scholars love to dwell on the su~ect oFTolkien
as linguist and philologist, !:Jet few anal!:Jze Tolkien's use of language in his son_gs and pcetr!:J m The Lord of
the Ring;s. This paper focuses on proving Tolkien's worth as poet and showing now his verse strengthens The
Lord at the Rings in man!:J respects.
Kristen Slosser: Uncovering the Celtic Traces in Tolkien's Lord of the Rings
In creating his trilogy, J.R.R. Tolkien searched for an cne:lish m!:Jthology that would reflect "true" English histor!:J and character, undertaking a "m!jth-making" task similar to tFiat of the Beowulf-poet, focusing on
Germanic and Anglo-Saxon sources, distancing himself strongl!j from earl!:J Celtic sources and even expressing a strong distaste for "Celtic things.• He saw Celtic culture as too far removed from the Anglo-Saxon element, whicFi he viewed as reflecting fhe national character of england to a greater degree. However, despite
his disclaimers, and his "distaste" I-or "Celtic things,• Tolkien actuall!:J incorporated man!:J Celtic elements mto
the Lord of the Rings, particularl!:J in his depiction of elven culture.
Denise Stodola: M!:Jthic-Heroic ldentit!:J Formation in Video RPGs
The Legend of Zelda video game series is among the most por,ular RPGs (role-pla!:Jinggames). The pla.'::ler
takes on the persona of a m_ythic hero who must make ethical, heroic choices as she or he navigates the
game's terrain. This kind of cfecision-making ma!:J constitute its own kind of literac!:J, which is dearl!:J tied to
identit_y formation in RPGs , and also has a potential effect on the pla!:Jer's non-gaming literacies, as well as to
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non-gaming identities. The 9uestion then becomes: to what extent do the ethical choices made b9 the
pla_yer-hero relate to real id~, and what effect does gaming lite~ have on other ~pes of literacies?

Am_y Stu1!95: For whom Does the Hogwarts f>ell Toll?, Rawlings Problem, Tolkien'.s Solution
Although J .K. Rowling's works have redefined commercial success, no ~pular consensus exists regarding
the proper audience fur the Ha~ Potter series. According to J.R.R. TollJen, the solution to this dilemma lies
not in discovering a new catego~ of readers, but rather in d ismissing common false assumptions about
childhood, adultFiood, and the nature of funtas9 . Using the critical essa9s of C.5. Lewis as the brid_ge
between Tolkien's theo~ and Rowling's practice, we ma9 find a solution to Rowling's problem of readersnip
and a lasting answer to Fier critics.
Maureen Thum, •slender, but as a
Lord of the Rings

steel blade, fair 9et terrible•, Tolkien'.s

Portrait of Female Power in The

Critics have argued that J .R.R. Tolkien is an ant:ifeminist who subscribes to traditional binar_y_views of gender
roles. However, the significance of Tolkicn's women has been overlooked. Although ~ arc-few compared to
the numerous male characters in The Lord ofthe RiTJgs, th~ arc of pivotal imPortance to the text. Moreover,
th~ are representative for Tolkicn's Positive view al- women throu@iout his works. E:ow9n, the shicldmaidcn
of Rohan is m9 prima~ case in Point.
Don T. Williams, Sons of Adam and Daughters of E:vc, E:choes of The Abolition ofMan in The chronicles of
Namia
It is a critical commonr.lace that man9 of the issues C.S. Lewis dealt with in The Abolition of Man find a fictional incarnation in That Hideous Strength. The reductionism of Gaius' and Trtius' esthctic, when translated into educational practice, social thco~, and ethics, gjves us the progressive clement at f>racton, Mark
Studdock, and the N.1.C.E:. It is not so widel9 r~ized that the same concern with preserving a robust view
of human nature and the same op~ition to reductionism inform much of the fictional world of Namia. This
paper explores wa9s in which The Chronicles incarnate Abolition and Abolition ducidates The Chronicles.

M_ythcon jj Program Schedule
Frida_y, Jul_y ;o
Re~stration opens 1:00 p.m. in the hotel lobb!:l.
1,,0 PM
Allison Harl: The Camera as Evil E!:]e: Critical Problems with a Film Adaptation ofThe
LDrd of the Rings, Connoisseur
Cath!:J Akers-Jordan: Fair_y Princess or Tragic Heroine? The Portra!}al of Arwen
Und6miel in Peter Jackson 's Lard of the Rings films, Camelot
Kristen Slosser: Uncovering the Celtic Traces in Tolkien 's Lard of the Rings, Cornwall
Laurie Cubbison: Homage, Knock-of+, or Fanfic: The Impulse to Rewrite classic
Fantas_y Literature, Connoisseur
2:00PM
Janet Croft: Three Rings For Holf:Jwood: Scripts for The Lard of the Rings b!}
Zimmerman, Boorman, and Beag/_e, Camelot
2:00PM
Ra!:j Bossert: "Sure'-9 You Don't Disbelieve », Tolkien and Pius X: Anti-Modernism in
Middle-earth, Cornwall
2::,0 PM
ISerni Phillips: Reused and Rec!}cled, A Look at Caiman 's Use of Other DC Comics
Characters in The Sandman Connoisseur
2:,oPM
Joe Christopher: Two Sonnets b!J Roger Lance/gn Green, Camelot
2:,oPM
Nate Roberts: Dramatic Moments in Tne Lord of the Rings, Cornwall
,,OOPM
Mark T. Hooker: Leaf b!} Me/kin, Nigfge Travels to Russia, Connoisseur
,,00PM
Panel: C.S. Lewis's Non-Fiction. Cal"!::! Hoagland, moderator; Doris M!:Jers, David
Brannan, Cornwall
Victoria Ga_L:1dosic: Was FaramirGandalf's Intended R.ingbearer?, Camelot
Adrian Cook: Fantastic Initiations: Rhetorical Transpartation and Game-Pia!} in The
Hobbit and Harry Potter, Connoisseur
4:00PM
Judith Kollmann: Elisions and Ellipses: Council and Counsel in Tolkien 's and
Jack.son 's The Lard of the Rings, Camelot
4:00PM
David Landrum: In a Sort of Runic Rh!Jme (on Madeline L'E:ngle), Cornwall
+,,0PM
David Brannan: A Game of You-Yes, You (Gaiman), Connoisseur
+,,oPM
Frank Riga: After Al/, Are WiZards WiZards? Tolkien 's Transformation of the Merlin
T raJition in The LDrd of the Rings, Camelot
Am!:J Stur~s: For whom Does the Hogwarts Bell Toll? Rowling's Problem, Tolkien 's
Solution, Cornwall
5:00PM
Maureen Thum: "Slender, but as a steel blade, fair !Jet temble », Tolkien 's Portrait of
Female Power in The Lard of the Rings, Camelot
5:00PM
Kathryn McDaniel: wh!} Won 't The!} Be Free? J.K. Rowling's House-Elf Problem,
Cornwall
5,,0-7:00 PM
Dinner, Hotel Salons CDE:
7:,0, 7:50 PM
Busses leave hotel
8:00-9:00 PM
Reception at Borders
9:,0PM
Bardic Grde, Connoisseur
9:,0PM
Film Program, Cornwall, preceded b!:J a short
Discussion: 3J Years of M!Jthopoeic Film. Sarah Beach, E:leanor Farrell, Lee
S_F,th
Hospital~ Room opens

Saturda_y, Jul_y Jl
Sale of College Land
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f>reakfast, Hotel Salons CDE:
f>usses leave hot.el
O~ing Ceremonies and Scholar Guest of Honor si,eech, r>allroom
charles A Huttar, "Deep lies the sea-lon!efng": Inklings of Home
10:}0AM
~ t i o n office opens, Room r,
10:}0 AM-5:00 PM
Art Gallery and Societ:q Sal~ Henderson
_
_
Michael Johnson: "That Hideous Mere Foolery •, Lewis' Re-Marks on Surrealism,
10:}0AM
Koessler
Don T. Williams: Sons ofAdam and Daught:t!rs o~ Eve, Room D
10:}0AM
Sarah f>etts: Brid!efng To/hen 's Gender Divide, Eow9n and the Role of Women in the
10:}0AM
Heroic Action in The Lord of the Rinss, K'zoo
10:}0AM
Discussion: Tolkien in the College classroom: Repart on an Intensive Literature
Course. Judith Kollmann, Mooerator. and students, r>allroom
11:00AM
Lar:1:f Fink: C S .Lewis: Landscapes, Koessler
11:00AM
MelcxJ_y Green: Death and Nonsense: Lewis Carroll's Alice Books and George
MacDonald's At the f>ack of the North Wind, Room D
11 :00AM
Stephan Rauch: Neil Caiman's Sandman and Joseph Campbell, Creating the Modem
MLJth, K'zoo
11 :}0AM
Larl;l rink: George MacDonald, Images of his World, Koessler
11:}0AM
Dons M_yers: Feminine Influences (iFan_lj) on Till We Have Faces, Room D
11 :}0AM
Roxanne f>ruscha: All Will Be Well, AntFiropamorphic Will and its Impact on the Nature
o f Ma!efc and Evil in The Lord of the R.in&, ~allroom
ll :}0-1 :00 PM
Lunch, Stockwell Hall
1:00PM
Mark T. Hooker: Three Russian Media Pieces, Koessler
1:00PM
E:. L Risden: Lord of the Rinss: Films, Texts, and Tolkien 's Resistance to Linearity,
K'zoo
1:00PM
Panel: The Female Hero versus The Heroine: Exploring Female Archet:JJpes. Janet
Crott:, moderator; f>eth Russell, Victoria Ga~osic, Maureen Thum, Edith Crowe,
r>allroom
l:}O PM
Rodn~ Green: He is Not A Crook (on Ma_yor of Laketown), Room D
l:}O PM
Dustin E:aton: Taking the Road ofAshes, Lord of the Rin& as Male Initiation Ritual,
K'zoo
2:00-5:00 PM
Nei1 Gaiman Reading and Sigr:iing: "Toe Problem of Susan,• Koessler
2:00 PM
Mike Foster: A n Unexpt:cted Party: Tof/den in the ljbOs, Room D
2:}0 PM
Panel: The Lord of the Rin&: Fiction and Film. Judith Kollmann, moderator; Maureen
Thum, Janet Croft:, David f>ratman, Mark Hooker, K'zoo
}:OO PM
Michael f> . Holler: What E9e Has Not Seen: lma!efnative Realities (on Lewis and
MacDonald) , Room D
+:OOPM
Joe christopher: Two Worlds, With Inklings, Room D
+:OO PM
Nicholas P~: M,ddle-earth in Court: Legal Dispul:t!s Arising From To/hen 's Works,
K'zoo
5:00, 5:20 PM
f>usses return to hot.el
5:}0-7:00 PM
Dinner, Hot.el Salons CDE:
8:00-9:00 PM
chdsea House Orchestra, Hotel Suites A-E:
9:00PM
f>ardic Grde, Connoisseur
9:00 PM
Presentation: Anne Osborn: New Zealand travelogue, Camelot:
9:00PM
F~m P~m, Cornwall
9:00PM
Room open
After 9 :00 PM
7:}0-S:}OAM
9:00, 9:WAM
9:}0-10:}0 AM

~jY

ll,

Sunda_y, August 1
7:}0-8:}0 AM
8:}0, 8:50 AM

9:00AM
9:00AM
9:00AM
9:00AM
9:}0AM
10:00 AM-2:}0 PM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:}0AM
10:}0AM

Breakfast, Hotel Salons CDE:
Busscs leave hotel
~ o n office opens, Room B
Mark T. Hooker: The Linguistic Landscape of the Shire, Koessler
Mark Christophe Hill: Appropriation and M.!Jth-!3uilding in Neil Caiman's American
Gods RoomD
Don T. Wi(liams: Mere christian worship service (non-denominational), K'zoo
Danielle Bienvenue: Go West old Gocf: !3ridges /3etween M.!Jtholo!!fes in a Melting-Pot
Society
Art Gal~ and Sod~ Sales, Henderson
Mark GellJS: Heroic Ethics in M.!Jth-Oriented RPG Gamin,g Supplements, Koessler
David Bratman: The Music of Middle-earth, The Sequel,- After Tolkien Room D
St.ctan Hall: Pla.!Jing Where the Shadows Lie: The Digit.al Dimension in 11ie Lord of the
Rings, K'zoo
Denise Stodola: M.!Jthic-Heroic Identity Formation in Video RPGs, Koessler
Discussion: M_ythopoeic Scholarship and Fiction Awards. Eleanor Farrell, moderator,
K'zno

11:00AM
11:00AM
11:}0AM
11:}0 AM-1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00PM
2:}0-5:00 PM
2:}0 PM

}:OOPM
}:}OPM
}:}OPM
+:OOPM
+ :00PM

-t:}O, +:50 PM
5:}0, 5:50 PM
6:00-7:00 PM
7:00-7:+5 PM
7:50, 8:10 PM
8:}0PM

9:}0PM
9:}0PM
9:}0PM

Sharon Bolding: Defining !3oundaries /3etween Worlds in Medieval French Narratives,
Koessler
Panel: Spiritual Dimensions in Art. Tim Callahan, moderator. Bonnie Callahan,
RoomD
Khazad-dam Book Toss, K'zoo
Lunch, Stockwell Hall
Panel: Neil Gaiman discussion. E:dith Crowe, moderator. St.ephen Rauch, Anne
Murph_y, Neil Gaiman, Room D
Writing Workshop: Gw!;jncth Hood and Bonnie Callahan, Facilitators, K'zno
~ Auction
Panel: Doroth!/ Sa.!Jers ' fiction. Car!:J Hoagland, moderator; E:dith Crowe, Grace
Monk, David Bratman, K'zno
Gine Blackwell: !3eijamin Sisko: The Dreamer or the Dream? (ST:DS5'), Room D
Anne Dotter: Feminist Reinventions of M.!Jth in C.Ontemporar_y Fiction, Room D
Anton DuPlessis: The tnfantes de C,arrion, celegorm ana Curufin: !3ridges to a
Common Gothic Source for the Gd and SilmariTiion, K'zoo
Bernadette Bos~: S9.ncretism in Modem Fant.as!}, Room D
Nicole Du Plessis: !3ridl!fng Orality and LiteraC!J (on The Lord of the Rings), K'zoo
Busscs return to hater
Busscs leave hotel
Ba~uct, Ballroom
Author Guest of Honor Speech and Awards Presentation, Ballroom
Busscs return to hotel
E:vcning E:nt.ertainments, Hotel Suites A-E:: Masquerade, E:llen Denham's The Willow
Maiden, Robert L. St.evenson pastiche, Not-1<'.ead!;j-tor-M!:Jthcon Pla!:Jers ,
derihcws, etc.
Bardic Grde, Connoisseur
f'~m Program, Cornwall
Hospitaf~ Room
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Monda_y, August 2
7,,0-8:}0 AM

9:00AM
9:00AM
9,,oAM
9,,oAM
9,,oAM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10,,oAM
10,,oAM
11:00AM
11:}0AM

f>reakfast, Hotel Salons CDE
Eric Rauscher: H.P. Lovecraft's chthulu and char/cs Wil!iams's P'o-lu, Camelot
Susan f>emardo: Dragons and Women in Ursula Le Guin's The Other Wind, Cornwall
Edith L. Crowe: }J Years of Tolkien Articles: Life in the Ghetto, Connoisseur ·
Rebekah Long: awandering Fire ": Tolkien, Tenn!}son, and the Medieval Fantastic,
Camelot
James Matthews: Tintem Abbe!}, Xanadu, and Roke Island: Ursula Le Guin's Dialog
with the Romantic Poets in EErthsea, Cornwall
r,eth Russell: Galadriei's Laments: I3ridgcs I3etween The Silmarillion and The Lord of
the Rings, Camelot
Pand: Revenge of the DWEMS. Janet Croft, moderator; Don Williams, David
f>ratman, f>emadette fx>s"9, Cornwall
Laura Schmidt: S ongs and Poef:r:J in The Lord of the Rings, Connoisseur
Eleanor M. Farrell: Swing and a Myth, I3asebal/ in Fantas!} Literature, Camelot
MlMopacic Soci~ Annual Members' Meeting, Connoisseur
Ck>sing Ceremonies, Connoisseur

shuttle Bus Schedule
Frida_y, to the Welcome Reception at furders
1:,0 p.m. and 7:50 p.m.
returns at 9 :00 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Saturda_y: to the Michigan League
9 :00 a.m. and 9:20 a.m.
returns at 'j:00 p.m. and 5:20 p.m.
Hotel shuttles available from
1,00-'j:00 p.m. Call fur pick-up

Sunda_y, to the Michigan League
8,,o a.m. and 8:50 a .m.
returns at
p.m. and +:50 p.m.

+,,o

Hotel shuttles available from
1:00-'j,00 p.m. Call fur pick-up

Sunda_y: to the E>anquet at the League
5:,o p.m. and 'j,'j0 p.m.
returns at 7:50 p.m. and 8:10 p.m.

20o+ is ...
... a number of notable round-number anniversaries. Here are some of them:
• The bicentennial of the birth of Nathaniel Hawthorne-among other things one of America's first
fantas_y authors-in Salem, Massachusetts, on the patriotic date of Jul_y +, 1804-.
• The 440th anniversar_y of the baptism of William Shakespeare (April 2.f,, 156+), in Stratford-onAvon.
• The 17oth anniversar_y of the birth of William Morris (March 2+, 18,+), near London.
• The i,oth anniversa!".Y of the birth of G.K. Chesterton. He begins his autobiograph_y, "fx>wing
down in blind creduli~, as is m_y custom, before mere authorit_y and the tradition of the elders,
su~rstitiousl_y swallowing a stor_y I could not test at the time b_y experiment or privatejudgment,
I am firml_y of the opinion that I was born on the 29th of Ma_y, 187+, on Campden Hill, Kensington."
• The 125th anniversar_y of the birth of James Branch Cabell (April I+, 1879), in Richmond, Virginia.
• The eleve~-first anniversar_y of the birth of Doroth_y L. Sa_yers (June r;, 18.93), in Oxford.
• The centenar_y of the death of Mabel Tolkien, J. R.R. 's mother (November I+, 19o+), of diabetes,
leaving 12-_year-old Ronald and his 10-_year-old brother orphaned and under the care of Father
Francis Morgpn.
• The 75th anniversar_y of the birth of Ursula K. Le Guin (October 21, 1929, St. Ursula's Da_y), in
Berkele_y, California.
• The 65th anniversar_y of Charles Williams's arrival to live in Oxford as part of the wartime evacuation of London (September+, 19;9). This led to his becoming a permanent member of the
Inklings.
• The 5oth anniversar_y of the original British publication of The Fellowship of the Ring and The
Two Towers (Jul_y 29 and November 11, 195+). The Return of the King, dela_yed due to the author
niggling over the Appendices, didn't appear fur another eleven achingl_y long months, while
readers held their breaths over the fates of Sam and Frodo in Minas Morgul ...
• The ;5th anniversar_y of the M_ythopceic Societ_y's first conference, a one-da_y Narnia
Conference held in Los Angeles on CS. Lewis's Jlst birthda_y anniversar_y, November 29, 1969.
• The 20th anniversai:y of the setting of George Orwell's !:J81-. "It was a bright cold da_y in April, and
the clocks were striking thirteen."

David Bratman
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Some publication anniversaries of Tolkien, Lewis and
Williams to celebrate in 2004
J.R.R. Tolkien
•ph~ology, General Works,• in The Year's Work in English Studies, volume+ (LDndon: Oxford University
Press, 192+)
•chaucer as a Philolo@st: The Reeve 's Tale,• in Transactions of the Philolo!efcal Society (London: David
Nutt, 1.9}+)
~ e Adventures of Tom f>ombadil, • O x ford Magazine, 52 05 Fcbrua"9 1~)
•sigdwara Land: Part
Medium A evum,, (June 1~)
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The Fellowship of the Ring: Being the First Part of The Lord of the Rings ( 195+)
The Two Towers: Being the Second Part of The Lord of the Rings (195+)
Tree and Leaf (196+)
•r,ilbo's Last Song (at the Gre!:I Havens) ,• broadside (London: Allen & Unwin, 197+; l">oston: Houghton
MifAin, 197+)

The Book of Lost Tales, 2 volumes, edited b_y christophcr Tolkien, volumes 1and 2 of The History of Middleearth (Landon: Allen & Unwin, 198}--198+; l">oston: Houghton MifAin, 198}--198+)
The War of the Jewels: The Later Silmarillion, Part Two, The Legends of Beleriand, edited b_y Christoebcr
Tolkien, volume 11 of The History o f Middle-earth (London: HarperCollins, 199+; l">oston: Houghton Mil+lin,
199+)

C.S. Lewis
Be3ond Personality: The Christian Idea o f God (London: Bies, Ccntcna"9 Press, 19++)
The Horse and His Bo3 (Landon: Bies, 195+; New York: Macm~lan, 195+)
Jo!;! Davidman, S moke on the Mountain: The Ten Commandments in Terms of T oda3, preface
(Philaddphia: Westminster Press, 195+)

b!;I Lewis

Letters to Malcolm: ChieFI.!J on Pra3er (London: Bies, 196+; New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 196+)
The Discarded Image: A n Introduction to Medieval and Renaissance Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 196+)

Poems, edited b!;I Hooper (London: r>les, 196+)
The Collected Poems of C.S. Lewis, edited b_y Hooper (London: HarperCollins, 199+)

Charles Williams
James I (Landon: f>arkcr, 1.9}+; New York: Harper, 1.9}+)
Robert f>rowning. The Ring and the Book, retold b!;I Williams (London: Oxford University Press, 1~)
The Re19on of the Summer Stars (London: Editions Poetry London, 19++)
rro Michal: Attcr Marriage,• Grasshopper Broadsheets, third series 10 (19++)

}2

A few historical words on M_ythopceic Societ_y scholarship
b!:J David l3ratman

T

he M_y1:hopceic Societ_y was born during the .first m~or flurr_y of interest in J.R.R. Tolkien:
the mid-196os boom encouraged b_y the publication of paperback editions of The Hobbit
and The Lord of the Rings. Man_y Tolkien societies were founded around then, conducted
b_y mail and at in-person meetings in those pre-Internet da_ys, but most of them died off during the
next few _years. One reason The M_ythopceic -?ociet_y survived was that it was neverjust a Tolkien
socie~. Another reason was its interest in scholarship.
The Societ_y gr_ew out of a E>ilbo's and Frodo's birthda_y picnic held in Los Angeles in
September 1.967, called b_y a college student named Glen GoodKnight. Glen wanted to start a
group to hold serious discussions of the works nm: just of Tolkien, but of his Inklings colleagues
CS. Lewis and Charles Williams. Scholars of the lnkli'ngs had observed that these men all created
m_yth, so Glen borrowed a Greek a~ective meaning "m_yth-making" as the name of his societ_y. He
wanted a grour, with a balanced interest in all three writers, and in the traditions their work
belonged to, without either narrowing to a sectarian reli@ous interest, or broadening into a general fantas_y literature dub.
The .first monthl_y discussion meeting was held at the home of Lewis scholar Kathryn
Lindskoog in Orange, California, in Januar_y 1968. The topic was Lewis~ The Screwtape Letters.
Soon there were four groups around the Los Angeles area, each discussing the same work on different weekends, and within a few __years man_y goups across the U.S. and in Canada 1 including one
here in Ann Arbor. The groups oegan to pick separate topics, as the older gi:-oups wanted to
explore more of the variet_y of m_ythopceic literature, while the newer ones grounded themselves in
the Inklings. The_y began publishing reports of their meetings in Societ_y publications. Over the
years, fewer Societ_y members have lived where groups were meeting, and the importance of the
goups to the Sode~ has receded, but many of them are still meeting monthly today. The Societ_y
also s~nsors an onrfne discussion group at Yahoo Groups.
M_ythor,oeic Sode~ publications began with monthl_y meeting announcement flyers, for pcsting and mailing to members. To spur discussions, the_y began including short articles about the
monthly book topic. In 1.970, the bulletin was named M!:Jthprint, and became a multi-P,age magazine
carr_ying lists of discussion topics and other activities, news of upcoming books and conferences,
reviews of new publications, and short articles about the Inklings and m~thor,oeic topics. Under
the editorshir,s of Laurence J. Krieg, David E>ratman, Eleanor M. Farrell, and others, M!:Jthprint
has published over ,60 issues in ,_, _years, usually monthl_y (the current whole numbering system
dates from a 1,980 relaunch).
To publish longer articles, the Societ_y began its journal, M!:Jth!ore, in 1969. This started as a
9uarterl_y but has been more irregular since, now with over 90 issues. Except fur a brief period in
1979-80 under Gracia-fuy Ellwood (author of one of the first book-length critical studies of
Tolkien), it was edited b_y Glen Good Knight until 1998, and is now edited b_y Theodore J. Sherman,
professor of English at Middle Tennessee State Universit_y. ThouEd, containing some lighter material in its earl__y _years, M!:Jthfore has always carried serious schola~ articles. The .first issue included a scholar-I~ article on Lewis's theor_y of mytholom and a discussion on what a movie of The Lord

of the Rings should be like (some things never change). Graduall_y, M9thfore has become a
resr,ected journal, listed in the MLA _Bib/iogr~ph!:J an~ ca!"':Ying refer_eed artid~ on all_aspects of
m_yfhopce1c scholarship, man_y of -:vh1ch are vital reading for an_yone interested 1n the ~eld. .
To F)ve its f-ar-Aung membership a chance to meet, and to present papers orall_y with audience
respcnse, The M_ythopcei~ Societ_y has _been holding ~nferences since its ~rl_y da_ys. These
beS?n with a one-da_y Narn1a Conference m 1969, and the first annual M_ythor,oe1c Conference was
held at the daremont Colleges in September 1970. This conference, "M_ythcon" for short, has
continued each _year since. Throud, 1975 it was alwa_ys in the Los Angeles area, then branched out
elsewhere in California and Nevada. The first Midwestern M_ythcon was held in 1985 at Wheaton
College, Illinois, because of the presence of the Marion c. Wade Center there, and since then it
has been in various places in the U.S. and once in Canada. In 1998, M(.ftllcon returned to Wheaton
fur a special C.S. Lewis Centenar.r:1 Conference, and in 1992 crossed the ocean fur a J.R.R. Tolkien
Centenar_y Conference in Oxfurcl, co-spcnsored with the (British) Tolkien Societ_y. Next _year
M_ythcon will return to Britain, as the M_ythopceic Societ_y again is a co-spcnsor of a Tolkien
Societ_y conference.
From its earliest da_ys, M(.ftllcon has usuall_y had a scholar guest of honor whose interests are
reAected in the conference theme. Their ke_ynote addresses have been highlisht? of the conference, and on 5e\C ral occasions have become chapb?rs in the scholars' subseguent books. M_ythcon
also hosts numerous paF,rs on all aspects of m_ytho~ic scholarship. Following the 1969 Namia
conference and the first three M_ythcons, the Societ_y published small informal volumes of conference proceedings, but in subseciuent _years most papers were submitted to M9thforc. After the
Tolkien conference in 1992, however, Gren GoodKn1ght and the Tolkien Society's Patricia ~nolds
co-edited a 450-page volume of f;roceedings, co-published b_y the two societies and sent to
M!)th!ore subscrib'ers as issue 80 of the journal. The Proceedings also became the Societq's first
book publication. The M~opceic Press was first propcsed in the 1970s, and once created in 1995
it has interested itself both in reprints of rare Ink.lings material and in new scholarship.
The Society has sl?°nsored other publications over the ~rs, including a series of fiction and
pcetr_y magazines, and, in scholarship, the work. of what has been known since 1988 as the elvish
Li~~istic Fellowship. Its two ma~nes, Vin9.ar Tcn~ar edited b_y Carl F. Hostetter and Parma
Eldalambcron edited b_y christorher Gilson, have published man_y rare and previousl_y unseen lin~istic papers b_y Tolkien himsel , as well as studies of his invented languages and of translations
othiswork.
The annual M_ythopceic Awards were first presented at M_ythcon II in 1971. The_y came in two
categories: one for f-antas_y fiction and one for scholarship. In 1992 the categories were increased
to ~ur: ficti~n was split into adult andjuvenile categories, and the oriF)nal scliolarship category in
Ink.lings studies was_F,ined b_y one fur general m_yth and fantas_y studies, reAectingthe broadening
basis of Society scholarship.
So ~m its small beF)nnings, The M_ythopceic Societ_y has blossomed into expressing and
suppcrting m_ytho_poeic scholarship in a wide number of wa_ys-discussions , conferences, ma~zi~e and boolc. publications, and awards. Our scholars range from tenured professors to people
with no academic ~ac~und at all, but all are united in finding m_ythopceic literature richl_y en_F._ya~lc, worth stud_ymg m detail, worth expressing one's thoughts on in print, and worth discussing
with each other.
}1-

The M_ythopoeic Awards

T

he M_9ttioFic Awards are chosen each _year b_y committees composed of \Olunteer
M_ythopoe1c Sode~ members, and presented at M!Jtllcon. The award is a statuette of a
seated lion, e\OkingAslan from C.S. Lewis's Chronicles of Namia. The Fantas_y Awards honor
current fanta5.Y works «in the spirit of the lnklin~," in two categories, adult and children's literature. The Scholarship Awards honor works pub!Ished during the Freceding three _years that make
a significant contribution to scholarship ab'out the Inklings and the genres of m_yth and fantas_y
studies. The _years listed are those the award was presented.

M_ythopacic Fant.as_y Award
1.971 The Crystal Cave 6.'j Ma~ Stewart
1972 Red Moon and Black Mountain 6_1.f J°'J chant
lffl The Song of Rhiannon 69 Evangeline Walt.on

1.97+ The Ho/[ow Hills 69 Mar:y Stewart
1.975 A Midsummer Tempest D_Lf Poul Ander.;on
Unfinished Tales b9 J.R.R. Tolkien
Little, Big 69 John Crow~
The Fire1ings 6_y Carol K.erKlall
when Voiha Wak 69 J°'J chant
1.985 Cards of GrieFb_y Jane Yolen
1.986 Bridge of Birds 69 f>arry Hughart
1.987 The Folk of the Air 69 Pet.er S .
1.988 Seventh Son 69 Orson Scott Card
1.98.9 Unic.om Mountain 69 Michael f>ishop
1.990 The Stress of Her Rqsard 69 Tim Powers
1.991 Thomas the Rh9mer 09 E:llen Kushner
1.981
1.982
1.9~
1.98+

f>ea19e

M_ytbo~ic Fant.as_y Award
fur Adult Literature
1.992 A Woman of the Iron People 69 E:leanor
Amason

lffl

1.99+
1.9.95
1.9.96

1.9.97
1.9.98
1.9.9.9
2.000
2001
2002
~

Briar Rose 6~ Jane Yolen
The Poree/am Dove 69 Delia Sherman
Something Rich and Strange 69 Patricia A
McK.illip
Waking 'the Moon 69 E:liz.3beth Hand
The wood Wife 69 Terri Windling
The [?jinn in the Nightingale's t;ge 69 AS. f>9att
Stardust 6_
1.f Neil Gaiman and C'1arles Vess
Tamsin 69 Pet.er S. f>ea19e
The lnnamorati 69 Midori Sn9der
The Curse of Cha/ion 69 LDis McMaster f>ujold
Ombria in shadow 69 fabicia A McK.illip

Muthol?(?(:ic Fant.as_y Award
tor Children's Ut:erature
1.9.92

19.9}

199+
1.995
19.96
1.998
19.99
2000
2001
2002
200}

Haroun and the Sea ofStories 69 Salman
Rushdie
Knight's ~yrd69 Debra Do9le and James D.
MacdonaTcl
The Kingdom of Kevin Malone 69 S~ McKee
charnas
Owl in Love 6.1:1 fabice Kindl
The Crown oFDalemark 69 Diana Wynne Jones
The Youn.e; Merlin bilogt1 B9 Jane Yolen
Dark Lora of Derkholmb9 Diana 'v't'.ynne Jones
The Folk Keepe,r 6_y n-ann_y f>illings~
Aria of the Sea qy Dia CalFioun
The Rop:emaker 6!:J Pet.er Dickinson
Summer/and 69 Michael Chabon

M_ythopacic Scholarship Award in Inkling
Studies
1971

C.S. Kil69; Mar9 McDermott shidder

1972 Walt.er Hoopei;lffl Maskr of Middle-earth 69 Faul H. Kocher
197+ CS. Lewis, Mere Christian 69 Kath~n

Lindskoog

1.975

CS. Lewis: A Biograph.9 69 Roger L..ancel9n
Green and Walt.er Hooper
1976 Tolkien Criticism 69 Richard C. West; C.S. Lewis,
An Annotated ChecHst 6_
y Joe R. Christopher
and Joan K. Ostling; char7es W.S . Williams, A
checklist 6_y l..Dis Glenn
1982 The lnHngsb9 HumphrC:Y Carpenter
19~ Come_anion to Namia 69 Paul F. Ford
1.98+ The Road to Middle-earth 69 T.A. Ship~
1.985 Reason and lmagi,nation in C.S. Lewis
6_y Pet.er J. sd,akel
1.986 Charles wi/liams, Poet of Theo/om
6_y Glen Cavaliero
1987 J .R.R. Tolkien: M_yth, Morality and Religion
69 Richard Purtill
1988 C.S. Lewis 69 Joe R. Christopher

1989
1990
1991
1992

199?
1994

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

200"5

The Return of the shadow b!J J .R.R. Tolkien,
edited b_y ChristoP,her Tolkien
The A nnotated Hobbit b!J J.R.R. Tolkien,
edited b_y Douglas A. Anderson
Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times b!J George Sa_yer
Word and Stor1;1 in C.S. Lewis edited b!J Peter J.
Schakel and Charles A. Huttar
Planets in Perilb_y David C. Downing
J .R.R. Tolkien, A Descriptive I3ibliograph!f
b_y Wa!Jne G. Hammond with the assistance
of Douglas A. Anderson
C.S. Lewis in Context b!J Doris T. M_yera
J.R.R. Tolkien, Artist & Illustrator
~y Wa_yne G. Hammond and Christina Scull
Tfie Rfietoric of Vision, edited b_y Charles A.
Huttar and Peter J. Schakel
A Q uestion of Time: J .R.R. To lkien's Road to
Faerie b!-J Verl_yn Flieger
C.S. Lewis: A Companion & Guide b!J Walter
Hooper
Roverandom b!J J.R.R. Tolkien, edited b_y Wa!Jne
G. Hammond and Christina Scull
J. R.R. Tolkien: Author of the Centu'J b_y Tom
shippe!J
Tolk.ien's Legendarium: Essa!fs on the Historq
of Middle-earth, edited b_y Verl_yn Flieger ana
Carl f: Hostetter
5eowult and the Critics b!f J.R.R. To lkien,,
edited b!J Michael D.C. Drout

M_ythopceic Scholarship Award in M_yth
and Fantas_y .Studies
1992

199?
1994

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

200?

The Victorian Fantasists, ed. b!J Kath Filmer
Strategies of Fantas!f b_y 5rian Atteber!J
Twentieth-Centur!f Fantasists, edited b!J
Kath Filmer
old Tales and New Truths b_y James Ro!J King
From the I3east to the 131onde b!J Marina Warner
When T O!JS Come A live b_y Lois Rostow Kuznets
The Enc!fcloP.edia of Fantas!f, edited b!J John
elute and John Grant
A Centu'J of Welsh M!Jth in children's
Literature b!J Donna R. White
Strange and Secret Peoples: Fairies and
Victorian Consciousness b_Lj Carole G. S ilver
King Arthur in America b_y Alan Lu pack and
5ai'.-bara Tepa Lupack
The Ow/, the Raven & the Dove: The Religious
Meaning of the Grimms' Magic Fair:!) Tales
b_y G. Ronald Murph!J
Fairqtale in the A ncient World b!J Graham
Anaeraon

20o+ M_ythopaeic Award Finalists
M_ytho~ic Scholarship Award
in Inklings Studies
Tolkien the Medievalist, ed. bf-I Jane chance
FollowingGandalf Epic I3attfes and Moral Victor:!) in
The Lord ot the Rings, ed. b_y Matthew Dickerson
Tolkien and the Great War: The Threshold of
Middle-earth b_y John Garth
C.5. Lewis, Poet: The Legac!f of His Poetic Impulse
b!J Don W. King

M_ythopoeic Scholarship Award
in General M_yth and Fantas_y Studies
Algernon I3lack.wood: An Extraordina'J Life
b!J Mike Ashle!J
A Charmed Life, The Spiritualif:_tj of Potterworld
.
b_y Francis 5ridger
Vampire Legends in Conte mP,orar!f American Culture:
What I3ecomes a Legend Most b_y William Patrick
Da!J
The M!Jth of the A merican S uperhero b!J John
Lawrence & Robert Jewett

I3eatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit, A children's classic at
/00, edited b_y Margaret Mack~y
National Dreams: The RemakingorFai'J Tales in
Nineteenth-centu'J Englandb!J Jennifer Schacker

M_ytho~ic Fantas_y Award
for Adult Literature
Paladin ofSouls b!J Lois McMaster 5tjold
Fudoki b_y K}j Johnson
c hanging P/1Jnes b!J Uraula K. Le Guin
In the Forests of Serre b_q Patricia A. McKillip
Sunshine b_y Robin McKinle!J

Mytho~ic Fantas_y Award
for Children's Literature
The Tale of DesP.ereaux ~y Kate DiCamillo
The Hollow Kingdom b_y Clare 5 . Dunkle
Ink.heart b!J Cornelia Funke
The Goose Girl b_y Shannon Hale
The Wee Free Men b!J Terr!J Pratchett

M_ythcon ;; Members
eath_y Akers-Jordan
e:dward H. Alexander
Sarah Arthur
Alison r>aird
Diane Jo_y r>ak.cr
Susan f>cmardo
Ma~f>etts
Saran K. f>ett5
Danielle R. r>ienvcnue
Marcia E:. r>igger
Ra_y f>osscrt
David S. r>ratman
f>cmi Phillips r>ratman
Roxanne !Sruscha
f>onnie Callahan
Tim Callahan
Joe R. christ.opher
~nn H.Christ.opher
Vand_y M.christ.opher
David dark.
Gavin da_yr,ool
Adrian eook
Janet r,. Croft
Sarah Croft
E:dith L Crowe
Laurie Cubbison
E:lizabcth M. Danids
E:llen Denham
Paula J. DiSantc
Nicole DuPlcssis
Dustin E:at.on
dare Dunkle
DavidE:mcn;on
E:lcanor M. Farrell
Lan:y rink
Joanne M. foster
Martha foster
Michad A. roster
NeilGaiman
Victoria Ga_ydosik
christopher Gilson
Kath~n A. Graham
Mclod_y Green
Rod~Green
LcahGrovcr
stcfanHall
Wa_yne G. Hammond
Alison L Harl
Lisa Deutsch Harrigan
AmalicHdms

christ.opher Henrich
Marke. Hill
Ca~ C; Hoa~nd
MicFiacl r>. Holler
Geraldine Holmes
Gwcru.ith E:. Hood
Mark.i: Hooker
Carl F. Host.cttcr
Rachel Hunnewell
S. Gar_y Hunnewell
S_ylvia Hunnewell
Tristan Hunnewell
charles A. Huttar
JoAnn M. Johnson
Deborah K. Jones
Mar_y Jo Kapsalis
Ma';!J Ka_y Kare
Judtfh Kollmann
Alexei Kondraticv
Doroth_y T. Koone
E:llen Kushner
Julian C. Lander
David Landrum
Jonathan Larson
dairc L..enander
David L.enander
r>rucc Leonard
Marc.;y Leonard
Alice Li

Rebekah Long
Donna Marcus
KevinJ. Maro~
Nanc_y Martsch
James Matthews
~nnMaudlin
Maureen McCa~
Lia Nicine McCoo
Kathr_yn N. McDanid
Ginger Mcelwee
E:lizabcth Milner
Grace Walk.er Monk
Anne K.G. Murph_y
Doris T. M_ycrs
Ted Nasmith
Am_y N_yman
r>crtN_yman
PctcrH.Oas
Anne V. Osborn

Nicholas ~

Stephen Rauch

Autumn Rauscher
f>onnic Rauscher
E:mil_y Rauscher
Eric Rauscher
Pat R.e:Ynolds
Trevor R.e:Ynolds
Mariana Richmond
Paul Richmond-Schult z
E:dward L Risden

r>cthRusscll

Douglas J . Russell
Marcus Russell
Deborah Sabo
Peter J. Schakel
Laura C. Schmidt
J.J. Schultz II
r,radl~ A Scott
christina Scull
Delia Sherman
Suzanne R. shumwa_y
Ron Siskind
Kristen Slosser
Arden Smith
Dolores Speth

Lee Speth
M. ZDc Stark.weather
Denise Stodola
Conrad stolz.cnbach
Mar_y M. Stolzcnbach
Am_y H. Sb..11!9S
Lea Thorin
Pat Tressel
r>illVanloo
David P. Vanloo
Katie E:lanor Vanloo
Marion P. Vanloo
E:llcn Vartardt
wcnddl Wa~, Jr.
Donald T. Williams
Conni Wireman
Am_y M. Wisniewski
Sam WISSier
Steve WISSier
Thomas WISSk:r
Vcida WISSier

Pabick W_ynne
Alexandra 'rt.15chik

M~thopceic Conferences
I, September +-7, 1970. HarvC9 Mudd Colleg
anont, California. Combined with Tolkien
Conferenc e Ill. Guest of Honor: C.S. Kil~y (Inkling
scholar & curator) . chairman: Glen GoodT<night.

X, Jul_y 12-15, 1'179. H~ House, San Jose, California.
•The Silmarillicon. Guests of Honor: Annette
Harper (fantas_y artist) and Jim Allan (Tolkien linguis\:). chair: Lisa Deutsch Harri~n.

II, Septemb er~' 1971. Francisco Torres Conferenc e
Center, Santa f>arbara, California. Guest of Honor:
Mar_y McDermot t Sliideler (Williams scholar) .
chairman: Glen GoodKnight.

XI, Jul_y 25-28, 1980. University of Nevada, Reno. Jog
in the Great Dance. Guest of Honor: Glen
GoodKnig ht (founder of the M_ythapoeic Socid:y).
chairperso n: Debbie Smith.

Ill, June ~0-Jul_y + 1972- Edgewater H_yatt House,

Xlll August 7-10, 1981. M~ls College, Oak.land,

Long 5each, Califurnia. Helcl in conjunctio n witli
Westercon XXV. Guest of Honor: Poul Andcrsoo
(fa~ writer) . chairman: Glen GoodKnight.
IV, August 17-20, 19n. Francisco Torres Conferenc e
Center, Santa 5arbara, California. Guests of Honor:
Peter S. 5eaele (fantas_y author) and Richard Plotz
(tamder of the Tolkien Societ_y of America).
chairman: Glen GoodKnight.

V, August 2'}-2.6, 197+. Scri_eps College, daremont,
California. aThe MabinoS't:on~, CeTtic and Welsh
Influence i0iM thopoetc Literature. Guests of
Honor: E.va n ine Wilton (fantas!-j author) and
Kath~n ~
og (Lewis schofar). chairman:
Glen GoodKnight.

Ca iforn1a. A Festival in Faerie. Guests of Honor:
E.lizabeth M. Pope ( f a ~ author and scholar) and
Joe R. chris_!ppher (Lewis scholar and Inkling bibliogapher). chair: Diana L Pax.son.
XIII?. August 1}-16, 1982. chapman Collcg~ Oran~,
California. •Celtic Con•, The Celtic lnHucnce on
Fantasg Li~rature . Special guests: Nanc!j-l.ou
Patterson (k.e_ynote s~k.er), Marion Zimmer
5 racU~, Tim Kirk., Katherine Kurtz, Kath~n
Linds~ Atani~ Nod, Paul Edwin zjmmcr, Bernie
Zuber. Director: Lisa Cowan.
XN. August 12-15, 19~- Scrip~ College, daremont,
eaiiforn1a. Mgthic Structures in T of/Jen, Lewis, and
Williams. Guests of Honor: C.S. Ki1b_y Onklin~ scholar & curator) and Stephen R. Donaldson (tantaS;Y
author). chairman: Glen GoodKnigh t.

VI, August 15-18, 1975. Scripps Colle~, daremont,
Califcmia . The Fictional Worlds or C.5. Lewis.
Guests of Honor: Walter Hooper (Lewis scholar &
executor) and cd Mes~ (former Thain of the
Tolkien Socict_y of America). chairman: 5ruce
McMenom_y.

XV, August 10-1~, 19s+. Mills College) Oak.landJCalifumia. The wood &tween the Worlds. Guests ot
Honor: Jane Yolcn (fa~ author) and Paul F: Ford
(Lewis scholar). chair: E:ric Rauscher.

VII, August l~-16, 1976. Westbridg e Conferenc e
Center, Sacrament o, California. Arfnunan Elements
in Williams, Lewis, and Tolkien. Guest of Honor:
Thomas Howard (Ink.ling scholar). chairman: 5ruce
McMenom_y; Confc rence Coordinat or: Mar_y
Morman.

XVI, Jul_y 26-2'), 198J. Wheaton College, Wheaton,
Illinois. A Kinship of Dancers: lnterp/ag in the Lives
and Works of Lewis, To/kicn, and Williams. Guests of
Honor: Patricia A McKillip ( fantas_y author) and
Peter Schakel (Lewis scViolar) . chairman: Diana
~nne Pavlac.

VIII, August 2.6-29, 1971. University of California San
Diego, La Jolla, California. The aLesser» Works of
J.R.R. Tolkien. Guest of Honor: Richard L. Purtill
(Ink.lings scholar and fantaS;Y author). chairman:
5ruce McMenom_y; Local Coordinat ors: And_y
Howard and Sandil-toward.

XVII, August 8-11, 1986. California State Univ~,
Long 5cach. The Daughters of Beatrice: Women m
Fantas9. Guests of Honor: charles de Lint (fantaS;Y
author) and Judith Kollmann (~Iiams scholar). Cochairs: Sarah 5cach and Ftt:er Lowentrou t.

IX, August 11-1~ 1978. Ambassad or Inn, Yibst
Sacrament o, ealifurnia. DergniCon . Guest of
Honor: Katherine Kurtz (fantas_y author). chairman:
Michael Morman.

XVIII, Jul_y 2+-27, 1987. Marfl.uette Uni\Crsit_y,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Loo/Jng Back From
Weatherto p: A FiH:u Years' Retrospec tive on The
Hobbit. Guests of Honor: chris\:oph cr Tolkien
(Tolkien scholar and executor) and John

Bellairs (tantas_y author). chair: Gregor_y G.H. Rihn.
XIXkJul_y 29-August 1, 1988. clark Kerr Campus,
Ber ele_y, California. Legends fo r a New Land:
Fantas,y in A merica. Guests of Honor: Ursula K. Le
Guin (fantas_y author) and Brian Atteber_y (tantas_y
scholar) . chair: David Bratman.
XX, Jul_y 28-31, 1989. Universit_y of British Columbia;.
Vancouver. M3thic Ele ments m Fantas3. Guests ot
Honor: Gu_y Gavriel Ka_y (fantas_y author) and
Ra_ymond H. Thompson (Arthurian scholar) .
Chairman: L_ynn J.R. W_ytenbroek.
XXI, August 3-6, 1990. California State Universit_y,,
Long Beach. Asp ects of Love in Fantas3. Guests ot
Honor: Diana L. Paxson (tantas_y author and musician) and Patrick W_ynne (tantas_y artist and Tolkien
linguist). chairman: Jo Alida Wilcox; Conference Coorainator: Bill Welden.
XXII Jul_y 26-29, 1991. clarion Hotel, San Diego,
California. The He ro C3cle: A rchetypes in Fantas3
Literature . Guests of Honor: C.J. Clierr_yh (fantas_y
author) and Stephen W. Potts (m_yth a nd fantas_y
scholar) . chair: Linda Sundstrom.
XXIII, Au~st 17-2+, 1991. Keble College, Oxford,
england . The J.R.R.. Tolkien Centena1;} Conference.
Co-sponsored with The Tolkien Soc,et_y. 16 special
guests, including Christopher, John, and Priscilla
iolkien. Chairman: Christina Scull.
XXIV, Jul_y 30-Au~st 2, 1993. Unive rsit_y of
Minnesota, Minneapolis. Down the Ho bbit-ho le &
Th roug h the Wardrob e: Fantas3 in Children 's
Literature. Guests of Honor: Carol Kendall (tantas_y
author) and Jane Yolen (fantas_y scholar ana
author) . Chair: David Lenander.
XXV. August 5-8, 199+. American Uni\.ersit_y
Was hington, D.C. The Langu.age o f M3th. Guests of
Honor: Madeleine L'E:ngle (tantas_y author) , Judith
Mitchell (tantas_y artist), and Verl_yn Flieger (Tolkien
scholar). Chair: Wendell Wagner.
XXVI, August +-7, 1995- clark Kerr Campus,
Berkele_y, California. Fairies in the Garden, Mons ters
at the Mall: Fantas3 in the World A round Us. Guests
of Honor: Tim Powers (fantas_y author) and Michael
R. Collings (Lewis and tantas_y scholar). chair:
Eleanor M. Farrell.
XXVII Jul_y 26-29, 1996. Unive rsit_y of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado. Mag ic in the Mo untains, Wonder
in the Woods, The Inklings and Na ture. Guests of

Honor: Doris T. M_yers (Inklings scholar) and Ted
Nasmith (Tolkien artist) . chair: Bruce Leonard.
XXVIII, Au.~st 8-11, 1997. Pepperdine Universit_y,
Malibu, CaITT-ornia. J. R.R. T olk.Jen: The Achievement
of His Litera,:y Life. Guests of Honor: Wa_yne G.
Hammond anaChristina Scull (Tolkien scholars) and
Orson Scott Card (tantas_y author) . chair: Glen
Good Knight.

1998. Wheaton College, Wheaton
Illinois. C.S. Lewis: A Centenary Celebration. Special
Guests: Paul F: Ford (Lewis scholar) and Verl_yn
Flieger (Inklings scholar) . chairman: Diana Gl_yer.
XXIX, Jul_y 15-20,

XXX, Jul_y 30-August 2, 1999. Archbishop Cousins
Center, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Combined with Bree
Moot +. J3ree & 13ey o nd: Exploring_ the Fantas3
Worlds o f J. R..R. ToTkien and His Fellow Travelers.
Guests of Honor: S_ylvia Hunnewell (fantas_y artist),
S. Gar_y Hunnewell (Tolkien scholar) and Doue:las
A Anderson (Tolkien and tantas_y scholar) .
chairperson: Richard C. West.
XXXI, August 18- 21, 2000. Kilauea Militar_y Camp,
Volcano, Hawai'i. Myth and Le,gend o f the Pacific.
Guest of Honor: Steven Golosberr_y. Co-Chairs:
Steve Brown and Ken Burtness.
XXXII, August 3-6, 2001. clark Kerr Conference
Center, .5erkele_y, California. Man3 Dime ns io ns:
Modem Supernatural Fiction. Guests of Honor:
Peter S. Beagle (fantas_y author) and David L.
Dodds (Williams scholar) . chair: E:ric Rauscher.
XXXIII, August 3-6, 2002. Boulder Ramada Inn,
Boulder, Colorado. A Midsumme r Night's Dream:
Shakesp eare and Fantasy. Second theme: M3,thcon
Co mes o f Age'. Guests of Honor: Alexei Kondratiev
(m_yth and tantas_y scholar) and Connie Willis (tantas_y author). Chair: Pat Yarrow.
XXXIV, Jul_y 25-28, 2003. Scarritt-Bennett Center,
Nashville, Tennessee. From A thena to Galadrie!: The
Image o f the Wise Wo man in M3thop oeic Fiction.
Guests of Honor: Dabne_y A Hart (scholar) and
Sherwood Smith (fantas_y author) . chair: Mar_y M.
Stolzenbach.
XXXV. Jul_y 30- August 2, 200+. Universit_y of
Mich,igan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Bridges to O ther
Wo rlds, Thirt3- five Years of M3 thop peic
Scholars hip. Guests of Honor: Neil Gaiman (author)
and Charles A Huttar (scholar) . Co-chairs: Judith
A Kollmann and Marion VanLoo.
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About the M_ythoroeic Soci~

T

he M_ythoP<?Cic Societ_y is a non-profit international lit:erar_y and educational o~nization
fur the stud_y, discussion, and e~o_yment of fantas_y and m_ythic lit:erature, especial19 the
works of J .R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Williams. The word "'m~ho~ic" means
"'m~making" or "'productive of m_yth." It is a word that fits well the fictional and m_ythic works of
the three authors, who were prominent members of an informal lit:erar_y circle known as the lnklin&,
which met in Oxford, england, between the IJ}Os and 1,950.
Members of the M_ytfiopceic Societ_y include scholars, writers and readers of m_ythic and fantas_y literature, scattered across the United States and around the world. The Societ_y spcnsors
the annual M_ythopoeic Conference (M_ythcon), discussion and special interest groups, the
M_ytho~ic Awards, and three periodical publications: M9thprint, a monthl_y bulletin containing
news, book reviews, columns, letters and information on Sod~ activities, M9thlore, a journal witFi
articles on fantas_y and m_ythic lit:erature, and The M9thic Circle, an annual magazine of fiction and
~thopceic Socie~ membership: $20/year (plus pcstage fur non-U.5. residents) includes a
subscription to M9thprint; basic membership $10/_year without the newsletter. other entitles _you
to members' rates on publications and other benefits. For more information, visit the Societ_y's
table at the conference or contact us via:
Edith L. Crowe, Correspcnding Secretar_y
P.O. 5ox }2o+86
San Francisco, CA 9+1}2-0+86
E:-mail: Edith.Crowe@jsu.edu
M_ythopceic Socie~ web sit:e: www.mythsoc.org

M_ythopaeic Soci~ Council of Stewards
Edith L Crowe
Correspcnding Sccrctar_y
Eleanor M. Farrell
Editor of M_t)thprint, Awards Administrator
Lisa Deutsch Ham.~,m

Treasurer
Geraldine Holmes
R=rding Sccretar:y

Gwcn_yth Hood
Editor of The M9thic Grefe
Mar_y Ka_y Kare
200+ Chair, M_ythcon Liaison

Scott McLaren
Mutti~ic Press Sccrclar_y
clizabet:Ji' Milner
Soci~ Publicist
Theodore S. shcnnan
editor of M!Jthlorc

Leespcth

Manager of the Orders Dcparbnent
Marion Vanl...oo

Membership Sccrclar_y
Matt Winslow

Sccrclar_y for Discussion Groups

Board of Advisors
Joe R. Christopher

½:Jle Dorsett
Gracia Fa_y Ellwood
Charles 5. Elston
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charles Huttar
Edmund R. Mes"9s
Nan<=9-Lou Patterson
Diana L Paxson

Richard L Purn11
Richard C. West

The 63 rd World Science Fiction Convention
4-8 August 2005
The Scottish Exhibition & Conference Centre
Glasgow, Scotland, UK

Thinking of vacationing in Scotland?
Then why not make it 2005, and we'll throw in
a Worldco.n for ju~t _$ 170 extra
· ·· With: .
.
Direct flights from most leading US airports..
Hotel rates start from £70 a night for a double/twin
(including all taxes and breakfast as well).
Fast rail, air, and road connections with the rest of the J).K.
Superb facilities including the 3,000 seat Clyde Auditorium.
Dates specifically chosen to be family friendl~. .
You'll have a great tim~ at the Worldcon that never sleeps.-

. T ere's;no better time to visit Scotland, and there'll be no better time to be had in '05
.J,

I

...

•

Membership Rates
Supporting $45 CDN$75
Attending $170 CDN$ 235
Child
$50 CDN$80

Addresses .
Interaction
P.O. Box 58009
Louisville KY 40268-0009
General Enquiries :
info@interaction.worfdcon.org .uk

C1-1son~ 2005)

Infant

<CM1 011 ~ 2oosJ

Free
.

Volunteer Enquiries
volunteers@in_teraction.worfdcon .org.uk

•

Online registration availa6le bn · . '· :.t

http://www.interaction.worldcon .org._u ~
instalment plan available
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Membership Enquiries
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Flease stop b_y the hospitality suite on Saturda_y night to sa_y hello
to some of our current members!

Membersh ip in the Societ_y is open to all. Annual membership dues are onl_y
$1 2 .50 US in the United States (including zip codes in

f uerto R_ico), Canada

and Mexico, and $15.00 US in other areas. These rates include ~irst class/
priorit_y mail in the U -S-,

f uerto R_ico, Canada, and Mexico, and ainnail

elsewhere , or e-ma il or diskette service , as selected b_y the member.

Flease contact us at:
American Tolkien Societ_y

5ox 7871
flint, Ml +8507 USA
americantolkiensociet_y@_yahoo.com
www.americantolkiensociet_y.org
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Program E>ook errata sheet
Due to printing errors, some text in the Program l3ook is missing. Here is the missing text, with the page numbers indicated. We apologize tor this inconvenience!
Page5 other side of the glass in our hired studio at Minnesota Public Radio, listening to each take and
making small suggestions, but most~ going, "That was great!" He is the example I use when I coach
other authors in how to give a good-reading: Treat every word as it it were golden, I say, and TAKE:
YOUR PAUSES!
Page8

out on their dilapidated porch-swing, sipping his
beer, noticed the dog as it ambled back and forth
across the neighbour's 9ard, on a leash that ran from
a palm-tree to a fence-post.
• It didn't take long tor the name to spread up and
down the street. Campbell's Macinror9 Arbuthnot
the Seventh's owners stru~led with it, but the:J might
as well have stood their ground and argued with a
hurricane. Total strangers would pat the once-proud
boxer's head, and sa9 "Hello Goot_iJ. How's a 609?"
The dog's owner's stopP,ed enteringhim in dog shows
soon atter that. The9 didn't have the heart. "Goof9
looking dog," said theJ.udges.
Fat Charlie's fathers names tor things stuck. That
was just how it was.
1'hat was tar from the v.orst thing about Fat
Charlie's father.

PagelO

viction that sitcoms were half-hour long insights into
the lives and stru~les of real people. These, individuall9, as fur as Fat Charlie was concerned, were none
of them the worst thing about Fat Charlie's futher,
although each of them had contributed to the worst
thing.
"Well, when I moved from the localjunior school to the
middle school, m9 Dad made a point of telling me how
much he had alwa9s looked forward to Presidents'
Da9, when he was a 609, because it's the law that on
Presidents' Da9, the kic:ls who go to school dressed
as their favourite presidents get a big bag of cand9."
"It's not a nice law," said Fat Charlie. "It's not a law
at all. He made it up. There is no tradition of,going to
school on Presidents' Da9 dressed as 9our favourite
president.

In August 19.52 Chuck married Joy Culbertson, who was born in Philadelphia, graduated from
Wheaton College in 1952, and earned a l3.A. in Music from Hope College in 198+. She has served as
organist at Grace Episcopal church in Holland tor over thirty years (and sometimes also as choir
director). In addition, Joy is a wonderful cook, gardener, seamstress, and artist-she paints both
china and pictures.
Chuck was a dedicated teacher; he was also a creative one. when he taught Milton tor the last
time, he invited the students of the course to his home in order to read Paradise Lost. Word has it
that they did it in one day. Joy cooked tor the occasion, and when they stopped for lunch the~
had not yet reached the Fall. So the entire meal was vegetarian. When the,.1:j approached the Fall,
they started passing an apple around . ... Chuck is an ardent admirer of the works of Charles
Williams as well as those of Owen l3artield.
One of Chuck's colleagues describes him as "Dickensian ... with a twinkle in his eye and a merriment about him." He is an inveterate punster, but E9Ves them up tor Lent (seriously). He also loves
clerihews (which are tour-line poems ot absurdly une9ual length).

Page17 Cathy Akers-Jordan: Fair9 Princess or Tragic Heroine? The Portra9al d Arwen Undomiel in Peter Jackson's
Lord of the Rings Films.
At first glance, it apRears that Jackson's films stra9 from Tolkien's books in their depiction of Arwen, but closer examination reveals that Jackson portra9s her as a heroic descendant of E:arendil, Luthien, and Galadriel.

Page 2;,

Michael Johnson: "That hideous mere fooler9"-Lewis' re-Marks on surrealism
It ma9 be a hitherto unnoticed factoid of Inkling lore that Salvador Dali was born almost exactl9 66 month
atter C.S. Lewis. The9 reached the age of ;,5 in 19?? and 19:,9 respectivel9-across a period of great momen
tor E:urope. As 2004- marks the centenar9 of Dali's birth, this illustrated presentation will reflect on som,
unexpected but discernible bridges between the work of these two artists in their middle age. of Rarticula
interest will be Dali's paintings "The metamorphoses of Narcissus" and "The three ages" andLewis' depictior
of Mark Studdock's experiences in the O~ectivit9 Room ( That Hideous Strength, c.14-) .

Page24- Doris M.9ers: Feminine Influences (If An.9) on Till We Have Faces
Shadow/ands is deservedl9 praised as an example of film art, but it has contributed to an exa~erated notio

of how much Jo9 Davidman influences C.S. Lewis's life and work. Admittedl_y, there is some coincidental evi
dence tor such an influence. It is doubtful, however, that she is responsibfe for the radical departure tror
Lewis's previous fiction. There are two simpler (though less appealmgl9 romantic) reasons wh9 Orial is s,
much more realistic and complex than the Green Lad9 of Perefandra or Jane of That Hideous Strength.
Page25 The disagreement points to the tact that Tolkien's text can be read in two radicall!:l different wa.9s. However

these two seemingl9 opposed wa9s of reading are actuaUy inherent in the text itself, and form part of Tolkien'
strategiJ to move us from a more conventional notion of fhe wizard, to his notion of the lstari.

Page 21, Maureen Thum: "Slender, but as a steel blade, fair 9et terrible": Tolkien's Portrait of Female Power in The Lor,
of the Rings

Critics have argued that J.R.R. Tolkien is an antiteminist who subscribes to traditional binar.:1 views of gende
roles. However, the significance of Tolkien's women has been overlooked. Although the9 are few compared tc
the numerous male characters in The Lord of the Rirygs, the9 are of pivotal importan~e to the text. Moreover
the9 are representative tor Tolkien's positive view of-women throughout his works. E:ow9n, the Shieldmaider
of Rohan is m9 primar9 case in p~int.
Page 29 9::,0 AM

Danielle Bienvenue: Go West old God: !3ridges /3etween M9tho/ogies in a Melting-Pc
Society

Page:,9 XIX, Jul9 29-August 1, 1988. clark Kerr Campus
Berkele9, California. Legends .for a New Land
Fantas,_LJ in America. Guests of Honor: Ursula K. Le
Guin (fantas9 author) and Brian Atteber9 (tantas9
scholar). chair: David Bratman.
Page+o

T

he Mythopoeic Society was born during the tirst m~jortlurry ot interest in J.R.R. Tolkien: th<
mid-196os boom encouraged by the publication otpaperback editions ot The Hobbit anc
The Lord of the Rings. Many Tolkien societies were founded around then, conducted by mai
and at in-person meetings in those pre-Internet days, but most of them died off during the nex
tew years. One reason The M:ithopoeic Society survived was that it was neverjust a Tolkien society. Another reason was its interest in scholarship.

